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With the last touchdown of Concorde, at 16:05 on Friday 24 October 

2003, commercial aviation bowed out of the supersonic era, so it is 

particularly heartening that in this issue we are able to showcase just 

how innovative business aviation can be. 

Aerion’s bid to move executive jets into the supersonic league appears 

to need only a few more tests and an airframe manufacturer to come 

on board as a partner. However, where Aerion is working with largely 

‘off-the-shelf’ components, at least as far as the engines of its supersonic 

jet are concerned, Richard Lugg’s HyperMach is a completely disruptive 

technology. If Lugg’s SonicStar and its revolutionary part ramjet, part re-

imagined turbofan engine takes to the skies it will be like nothing that 

has gone before. Instead of a sonic boom to shatter glass, SonicStar’s 

ionisation of the air in front of the dart-like nose will sound from the 

ground like the rustle of leaves. Near Mach 5 speeds will allow you to 

leave London at 10.00 am and be in New York in time for breakfast the 

same day. 

More conventionally, three of the world’s leading engine manufacturers 

talk about their latest offerings for business jets in our engines special 

report, while our user profile focuses on the boxer turned property magnate 

Andreas Panayiotou’s extraordinary grasp of the property market – and of 

course, the role that his Challenger 300 plays in enabling him to visit the 

range of luxury hotels owned by his company, The Ability Group. 

We’re delighted to feature Karina Larsen, the CEO of in-flight 

communications specialist Satcom1 on our cover this EBACE issue. Karina’s 

company presents yet another excellent instance of entrepreneurial skill 

transforming a moment of opportunity into a thriving business that 

celebrates its 10th anniversary this year.   

ANTHONY HARRINGTON
Editor
anthony@evaint.com

Tel: +44 (0)1292 591385
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COMPANY PROFILE :  SATCOM1

 L
ocated in Denmark, France and the US, Satcom1 spe-

cialises in aeronautical satcom solutions, including eve-

rything from systems design to implementation, air time 

sales and billing. Services covered include email & inter-

net access from multiple devices, VoIP solutions with full 

Internet telephony services, live video conferencing, fax 

and LiveTV via the Inmarsat service. 

2013 is the company’s 10th anniversary, having been founded in 

2003 by CEO Karina Larsen and Jean-Francois Gault, Chief Technical 

Offi cer and Manager, Special Cases. The impetus for founding the 

company back then, Larsen explains, was the clearly emerging desire 

on the part of business jet owners to treat their jet as if it were an 

offi ce in the sky. As mobile technology has moved ever onwards, the 

concept of ‘always connected’ has become second nature to most of 

us. Yet few people pause to realise that a business jet at L42 (42,000 

feet) travelling at say, 480 miles an hour, is a far more challenging 

environment for a broadband connectivity solution than a home or 

an offi ce, or even than a car travelling down a motorway. Sustaining 

connectivity at that speed and altitude and retaining it despite the 

electromagnetic emissions from various sources in the aircraft itself is 

not easy. However, this is what created the business opportunity that 

enabled Satcom1 to come into existence.

“I had worked in the air transport industry and then for a time 

with a Danish mobile cellular provider and provider of satcom 

services, so I had seen both the emergence of the idea of broadband 

Satcom1 CEO Karina Larsen is the CEO 
and co-founder of Satcom1, a specialist in 
aeronautical satcom solutions. She explains 
some of the challenges of delivering 
high-quality broadband solutions

Karina Larsen, 
CEO of Satcom1
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connectivity during point-to-point flights and some 

of the failures. In particular, I saw that the business 

aviation industry had a real need for a company 

that would act as the glue between the hardware 

installer, the satellite provider and the airframe 

manufacturer, and help all the parties involved 

deliver a rich, full-featured communications 

solution to the client,” Larsen comments.

As a result, Larsen got together with Gault 

and Satcom1 was registered as a new company 

on 1 February 2003. “At the time, what we were 

seeing was more and more large cabin and mid-

range cabin aircraft appearing, along with more 

complex communications and in-flight entertain-

ment options in the cabin, but the results, as 

we could see them, were far from satisfactory,” 

Larsen observes. Equipment that appeared to 

work on the ground didn’t function under flight 

conditions, or functioned but delivered very poor 

quality and communication was intermittent 

with too many dropped connections or, worse, 

no connectivity with the Internet or with the cli-

ent’s office network on the ground. “When the 

client complained, there was no one to sort out 

the problem and all of the partners involved 

blamed someone else in the chain where they 

had no responsibility, so the client did not know 

where to turn to find an answer,” she says.

At the time the primary objective of the new 

Satcom1 was to gain customers for its airtime 

offering based largely on Inmarsat’s Superban, 

though the company also offers a wide range 

of other connectivity providers. “Our focus was 

Maintaining Internet connectivity 
at 42,000 feet at high speed is 
not easy to achieve
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“One of the things that has really helped us 

to build a strong and growing client base over 

the ten years we have been in business has been 

our ability to offer a highly skilled engineering 

consultancy service and 24-hour support to 

customers,” Larsen says. “We are delivering 

customised communications solutions to more 

than 800 customers located in 50 different 

countries, in ten languages. Our customers 

now include wealthy sheikhs, presidents, kings 

and queens, as well as European government 

institutions,” she adds. Satcom1’s core markets are 

the Middle East, CIS states, Europe and the rapidly 

growing Far Eastern market, with new VIP clients 

in both China and Hong Kong.

“We have put a tremendous amount of 

attention into maximising the quality of the 

email and Internet services enjoyed by our clients 

so that executives and offi cials can get access 

to PDF fi les and documents during their fl ight 

and act on them. Analysis of network usage in-

fl ight shows that around 85% is email/Internet 

usage, with some 7% of the time spent on VoIP 

calls and the remainder taken up with faxing 

of documents, which is still quite in demand 

in-fl ight,” Larsen explains. Satcom1 currently 

on selling air-time but we found more and more 

business jet owners and operators contacting us 

saying that they needed help and weren’t getting 

it. It wasn’t clear to them if what they were 

suffering from was a hardware fault, a connectivity 

fault or whatever. The one thing they knew was 

that their expensive connectivity solution wasn’t 

delivering,” she says.

One customer, a head of state with a Boeing 

Business Jet had taken delivery of the aircraft 

from the completions centre and for nine months 

nothing about the comms solutions worked. “They 

called us out the blue and told us that if we could 

help them, they’d be our customer ever after. We 

went out to see the jet and within ten minutes we 

had the aircraft delivering live satellite communi-

cations and a full suite of in-fl ight entertainment. 

All it took was someone with a deep understand-

ing of networks to fi nd the faults in the original 

implementation. This particular client has been 

with us ever since,” Larsen says.

Since then the company has gone from strength 

to strength. It sells connectivity to Inmarsat’s 

SwiftBroadband for email, cockpit data and 

communications and Internet connectivity, with the 

option of taking ViaSat’s Yonder service for IPTV, 

which allows passengers to watch live TV during 

the fl ight. Satcom1 has a long-standing partnership 

with a number of suppliers. The Satcom1 router 

application suite AvioIP, for voice-over-IP telephony, 

is sold to six hardware partners globally. These 

deliver satcom router solutions either as a stand-

alone service, or the router can be combined with 

a range of features, including IPBX, IFE, CMS, 3G 

and more. One of these partnerships involves the 

lighting company EMTEQ. The EMTEQ eConnect 

router, which was scheduled to start selling in Q2 

this year is attracting a great deal of attention 

from operators, completions houses and airframe 

manufacturers since it offers in-fl ight entertainment, 

cabin management systems functionality and 

internet/satellite router capabilities all in a single 

box. At a stroke this reduces the number of boxes 

that have to be integrated and supported inside 

the aircraft and reduces weight while maximising 

performance. For all hardware partners, with the 

AvioIP voice-over-IP telephony solution integrated 

into the router, passengers have the ability to 

dial across the Internet while in fl ight, making 

possible low-cost connections with landline and 

mobile phones. 

services more than 1,500 satcom terminals.

In order to deliver 1Mb broadband 

connectivity or better while in-fl ight, Satcom1’s 

router software, AvioIP is able to aggregate 

Inmarsat channels to provide the user with 

fast broadband at altitude. With the user/

owner’s permission Satcom1’s support team 

can maintain remote contact with the aircraft’s 

communications network during a fl ight. This 

service can run in the background, totally 

transparent to the passengers, but if something 

goes wrong with the system during the course of 

the journey, the support team can diagnose the 

problem remotely, and either fi x it remotely, or 

have replacement parts and/or systems ordered 

and shipped on the spot to reduce down time 

once the aircraft lands. 

One really important service for operators, 

which will be available from the third quarter of 

2013, is a solution to the diffi cult challenge of 

providing an appropriate billing system for pas-

sengers for in-fl ight communications. Obviously, 

billing for a single-owner aircraft is no problem, 

but for a charter operator or a fl ex-jet operator, 

it is important to be able to apportion air time 

connectivity billing per fl ight or even per passen-

ger, as appropriate. Larsen explains that Satcom1 

offers several options here, making paying for in-

fl ight connectivity as simple as paying for Inter-

net services in a hotel. The operator can provide 

passengers with vouchers, which provide the pin 

code to access the services, or the system can of-

fer the passenger with an on-screen option to pay 

per hour by credit card. Once the payment has 

been made, the system will provide the passenger 

with a user name and password and then bill the 

card directly. With vouchers, the user pre-pays for 

the service and simply enters the pin code on the 

‘scratch’ fi eld on the voucher. Larsen points out 

that vouchers can be personalised to the operator 

concerned, with their logo and visual motifs. 

Satcom1 continues to expand. Larsen points 

out that the fi rm has offi ces in Dubai and has 

just opened an offi ce in Geneva. It has also begun 

hiring personnel for its China operation. “Around 

the beginning of April we received permission to 

activate direct connectivity in China to Inmarsat 

for business jets. That was a huge concession for 

which we are extremely grateful. We now have our 

fi rst customer in China and we are looking forward 

to good growth there,” Larsen says.

I saw that the business 
aviation industry had a real 

need for a company that 
would act as the glue between 

the hardware installer, the 
satellite provider and the 

airframe manufacturer
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INTERVIEW: ANDREAS PANAYIOTOU



Andreas Panayiotou, CEO of The Ability Group, speaks to Executive & VIP Aviation International

 O
ne of the best interviews yet 

carried out with the hotel and 

property multi-millionaire, 

Andreas Panayiotou, was 

done by Real Business back 

in 2005. What makes it so 

good, in my eyes at least, is the clarity with which 

the piece allows Panayiotou to set out both how 

he got started out in property and the unique ap-

proach he took to property investment. He didn’t 

start off wealthy. His parents immigrated to the 

UK from Cyprus in 1959 and he was brought up 

in Mile End, East London, preserving an East End 

edge to his accent to this day. A gifted amateur 

boxer, he was Essex amateur champion and but 

for his mum, might have gone on to make his 

initial millions as a top line professional boxer. 

However, his mum wanted him to join the family 

dry cleaning business and as he puts it, “she won 

the argument!” 

Almost immediately Panayiotou’s business 

fl air came into play. Where his parents had 

been content to run a single shop, he was soon 

adding further branches to the family business. 

The original shop had rooms for rent above it. 

Panayiotou did some thinking about the kind of 

yield that could be derived from rented property 

and quickly launched into a new business. It was 

the era of the ‘yuppies’, young, upwardly mobile 

people, all looking to move to newly fashionable 

suburbs. As his portfolio of residential properties 

for rent grew, Panayiotou specialised in buying up 

properties in as-yet-ungentrifi ed suburbs, boroughs 

that fetched £100 a square foot instead of the 

£300 that was the going rate in a neighbouring 

borough. As the locations of the more run-down 

neighbourhoods became fashionable in their turn, 

the value of his properties shot up. 

Panayiotou controlled costs tightly by 

keeping everything in-house, hiring his own 

workmen to renovate and fi t out properties 

and hiring his own managing agents. His 

philosophical approach, at the time of the 

Real Business interview, was buy-to-keep. 

Capital appreciation didn’t really come into his 

equation except as a long-term strategy. The 

near term was all about building up yield and 

making sure that the properties he bought were 
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was and continues to be sustainable yield, 

usually in excess of 10%. This is a high target, 

but it is achievable, he says, if you combine luxury 

and impeccable service with an outstanding 

location. 2007 saw a spate of hotel purchases 

by Panayiotou’s company. The Ability Group 

acquired top hotels such as the Dunblane Hydro 

in Perthshire and the landmark Liverpool Hilton, 

which many believe to be Liverpool’s best hotel. 

not leveraged beyond 55%, which kept the 

business growing at a steady, sustainable rate. 

As the cash accumulated he began to develop on 

a larger scale, looking for opportunities to do 100 

or more units at a time. Then the property market 

began to overheat. Panayiotou saw it coming. 

“It wasn’t diffi cult to see. The price of property 

was rocketing, far in excess of any increase that 

you could hope for from rental income, and this 

drove yields lower and lower. We saw yields on our 

properties go down from in excess of 10 percent to 

3 percent and the direction was headed steadily 

downward,” Panayiotou notes. All of this spoke 

to him of a coming grand crash in the property 

market. If the market changes a smart person 

changes their approach. Overnight Panayiotou 

reversed his buy-to-hold approach to residential 

property ownership. He put virtually his entire 

portfolio of properties up for sale, exiting the 

property market in 2006. This was more than a 

year ahead of the 2007/2008 global fi nancial 

crash, which saw the London property market lose 

some 40% of its value. “We had about £1.2 billion 

of rental property, but the collapse in yield and the 

soaring overvaluations became very worrying to 

us. Common sense tells you that you are headed 

for zero yield on any property you acquire at those 

valuations, so you are relying solely on capital 

appreciation and any fall in values is going to be 

catastrophic, particularly if you have leveraged up 

to do the deal,” he comments. 

Panayiotou’s business model shifted to buying 

luxury hotels in desirable locations around the 

world. Again, the prime consideration for him 

Undoubtedly one of his fl agship developments is 

the Waldorf Astoria, in London’s Syon Park, the 

London home of the Duke of Northumberland. The 

Park itself was landscaped by the great Victorian 

garden designer, Lancelot “Capability” Brown and 

the Waldorf Astoria looks out over the Thames to 

Kew Gardens. The design of the Waldorf Astoria 

was agreed with the Trustees of Syon Park, English 

Heritage and Hounslow Council and the 137 

bedroom hotel opened in March 2011. 

The Ability Group has also returned to 

the residential property market, with major 

developments in Canary Wharf and elsewhere 

and of course, the iconic development of Heath 

Hall, former home of the Lyle family (of Tate & 

Lyle fame). Heath Hall was built in 1910 for 

sugar magnate William Park Lyle, in Hampstead 

Heath’s millionaire’s row, Bishops Avenue, and 

fell into disrepair for decades before Panayiotou 

bought the property and set about renovating it 

to the highest possible standards. Interviewed 

when the renovation was completed in 2012, 

Panayiotou said that the diffi culty in valuing 

a house like Heath Hall was that there is no 

comparable property in London. “You’ve seen one 

or two houses go at £70 million, but this is literally 

without a peer, so it is down to what someone will 

pay for it, given that it is the best house on the 

best street in London and is entirely unique,” he 

said. In the end Heath Hall went up for sale at 

£100 million in August 2012, demonstrating once 

again that Panayiotou has an incredible eye for 

top quality business opportunities in property. 

So how does he see today’s property market? 

INTERVIEW: ANDREAS PANAYIOTOU

We have a sharp focus 
now on unique assets in 

the hotel industry. It is 
very similar to residential 

in some respects, but it 
does enable us to be very 

creative in designing bars, 
restaurants and concepts
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could take six passengers and there would be four 

or fi ve of us as an executive team,” he comments. 

Panayiotou met George Galanopoulos in the 

course of buying that fi rst jet and LEA has looked 

after all his planes since then, with the Citation 

being replaced by a Gulfstream 450 before it, in 

turn, was replaced by the Challenger G300. “LEA 

do a tremendous job for me. They handle all the 

charter side and organise the pilots and crew, 

providing a full management service. If we are 

travelling abroad they do all the clearances and 

organise the logistics, such as the choice of FBO 

and the refuelling,” he notes. The Challenger is 

based at LEA’s Luton headquarters and the FBO 

services are provided by Signature Flight Support, 

with whom LEA has a global deal. “I have to 

say that I have been really impressed with the 

Challenger. It is a phenomenal aircraft, not just for 

my needs, but for the charter market where doing 

500 hours a year is very achievable. It has a very 

big cabin that is great for long haul trips and can 

do London to New York with one stop.”

LEA’s Luton base is perfect for Panayiotou and 

The Ability Group, which is based at the Hampton 

by Hilton, alongside Luton Airport. “We moved 

our offi ces upstairs at the Hilton, so the jet is right 

next door. If my guys are going off to look at an 

overseas hotel it’s just like they are going down 

to London for a meeting and coming back that 

afternoon. As far as I am concerned, business 

aviation is all about time and the value that you 

put on it,” he concludes.

internally to refl ect his own tastes. The Challenger 

now sports the Ability Group colours, silver and 

black, and is set to do around 400 to 500 hours of 

charter through LEA as well as being available for 

Ability Group executive team visits to Panayiotou’s 

growing portfolio of international hotels. 

“My time is very valuable. There are not enough 

hours in the day when we are going fl at out and if 

I had to travel by scheduled airline for a meeting 

in one of my hotels in Scotland or Cyprus, the 

amount of wasted time would be huge,” he says. 

Not only would there be all the normal waiting 

about in airports, there would be no opportunity 

to work or to discuss private business matters on 

the fl ight. “With the jet, I can leave London at 

breakfast time, be in my hotel in Cyprus for a 9.30 

am start to a day of meetings and be back in the 

UK by six or seven in evening. When I bought my 

fi rst jet, a Citation Excel, around 10 years ago, it 

“We are still trying to emerge from the great 

freeze. There is not much going on, so values are 

hard to determine. Residential is still a good asset 

class but you need to be thinking over a ten-year 

term and you need to be buying at prices that are 

at least 30% cheaper than they were in the boom. 

Plus you need to apply a seven percent yield. If it 

meets these criteria, along with a maximum 65% 

loan-to-value ratio, that will keep you pretty safe. 

We all know that base rates, fi xed rates, and fi ve 

to ten-year swaps are going to increase over the 

next two to three years so you need that safety 

margin. If you do this, then looking back from ten 

years hence you should have achieved around 

10% yield. So we are still happy to look at these 

opportunities. But we have a sharp focus now 

on unique assets in the hotel industry. It is very 

similar to residential in some respects, but it does 

enable us to be very creative in designing bars, 

restaurants and concepts. But the hotels we buy 

have to have unique locations and be solid growth 

opportunities,” he says.

Panayiotou has been a keen business jet own-

er for more than a decade now. But as with all his 

investments, as well as being a valuable business 

mobility tool, his aircraft have to earn their keep 

and he has no hesitation in putting them out to 

charter through London Executive Aviation, run 

by George Galanopoulos, the company’s CEO 

(see the profi le of LEA in this issue). Panayiotou’s 

latest acquisition is a pre-owned 2004 Bombar-

dier Challenger 300, which he had reconfi gured 

INTERVIEW: ANDREAS PANAYIOTOU

Panayiotou’s business jets have to earn 
their keep
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Interview with George Galanopoulos, Managing Director, London Executive Aviation

 L
ondon Executive Aviation is one of Eu-

rope’s largest executive aircraft char-

ter operators, with a diverse fl eet that 

includes Cessna Citation Mustangs, 

Bravos and Excels, Bombardier Chal-

lenger 300s, nine Embraer Legacy 

600/650s and a Dassault Falcon 2000LX. The 

company pioneered light jet charter in Europe, 

with the fi rst Mustang entering service in Feb-

ruary 2008. The Mustang/light jet approach 

enables LEA to offer executive travellers a four 

-passenger/two-crew aircraft at rates that are up 

to 40% lower than average European charter 

market prices, while also having mid and large 

cabin options. The company has seven UK bases 

– London City Airport, Luton, Farnborough, Big-

gin Hill, Stansted, Oxford and Stapleford – and 

makes around 500 fl ights a month between the 

UK and more than 10,000 potential destinations 

in Europe and the Middle East. 

Q: What led you to found LEA in 1995?

A: I was always a pilot and always with 

executive jets rather than with commercial 

airlines. My wife and I met Patrick Margetson-

Rushmore, a former partner at Baker Tilley and 

Macintyre Hudson, and now the chief executive 

of LEA, with responsibility for strategy and 

fi nance. Patrick was a private pilot and the 

three of us saw considerable merit in the idea 

of launching an executive jet charter business. 

We started with Navajos and Cessnas and over 

the last six years we have focused particularly 

on Embraer Legacy. From the start, we have 

been predominantly a charter operator with our 

own fl eet, along with some owner management 

services on the side, which is a reverse of the 

usual practice in this industry. Normally what 

you have is an operator that does some charter 

on the side. We think that specialising in charter 

gives us an edge and also means that we are in 

a better position to provide services to owners 

since we have a fully fl edged charter business 

that can deliver 500 hours of charter a year to 

their aircraft.  

Q: Do you fi nd that most owners are happy 

with the idea of a full charter workload for 

their aircraft? Does it bother owners that the 

aircraft might already be booked on a charter 

if they suddenly need the plane?

A: The real benefi t of having us manage 

their plane for them is that the owners are never 

without an aircraft. If you own and manage 

your own plane, or ask your pilot to double as 

the manager of the aircraft, there will inevitably 

be times when your aircraft needs maintenance, 

or something goes wrong. With us, in such 

circumstances, we can always switch to another 

aircraft in our fl eet. Of course, if an owner wants, 

they can stipulate that all charters are done 

subject to the owner’s release, which means we 

have to go back to the owner and ensure that 

the aircraft is not needed for the charter period 

every time we get a prospect. But in reality this 

cuts down on charter hours dramatically, since a 

lot of people chartering a plane may not want to 

wait for an owner’s release and will just charter 

something else. 

New owners sometimes feel that they don’t 

want other people fl ying in their jet and that it 

should be private to them. However, what most 

fi nd is that the cost of having a plane sitting 

around that you are not using is very high. The 

other point is that, particularly for leisure trips, 

owners generally know some time in advance 

when they will need the plane and we can work 

the charter around that.

Q&A:
London Executive 

Aviation
George Galanopoulos (left) with 

Patrick Margetson-Rushmore
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Q: Is business picking up in the charter market?

A: During peak periods, most of our fleet 

is fully booked on a rolling seven-day basis. 

A week is about the most that people book 

charter services in advance right now. Before 

the crash there were a large number of people 

chasing a smaller number of aircraft and we 

had quite long lead times for advance booking. 

Today that has changed, so we start the week 

with a half-full board on charter and, during 

periods of high demand, by the end of the week 

the board fills up. 

Q: Do you employ all your own pilots or do you 

use freelance ones? 

A: We have about 85 pilots as permanent 

employees and we make very little use of 

freelance ones. You have to invest in pilots, 

sending them on refresher courses, on simulators 

and so on, so you want them available. The larger 

aircraft, the Challenger, Legacy and Falcon, 

require cabin crew and we have a number of 

full-time crew members as well. We have two 

options for owners. Under one option they have 

dedicated pilots and with the other, they use our 

pool of pilots, which particularly suits owners 

who are not frequent fliers. We don’t make any 

money leasing the pilot to the owner. That is just 

about covering our costs, but from the owner’s 

point of view it is a great saving knowing that 

they do not have to meet a £200,000 salary bill 

for 50 days’ usage. 

Q: Some new owners of jets argue that they 

do not need an operator to manage the plane. 

They hold that the pilot or pilots can double as 

manager. What argument do you use against 

this view?

A: Obviously, every owner has the right to 

make up their own mind on this issue. But what 

we point out is that pilots are pilots first and 

foremost. They have a specific set of interests 

and there is always going to be a temptation 

to confuse what they want, such as upgrades 

to the flight deck, to the avionics, or even a 

move to a larger jet to expand their repertoire, 

with what is in the owner’s best interests. Very 

often this is simply not the case. From time to 

time we see pilot-managed Gulfstreams, for 

example, when the owner would do very well 

with a Legacy, which has a similar sized cabin 

and comes with 30-40% lower running costs. 

There are a number of things that the owner 

gets from us, such as being able to save on 

fuel costs because of the economies of scale 

we bring to refuelling contracts. 

But the overwhelming reason to put the 

aircraft out to charter today is the VAT rules. 

If a new aircraft is placed with a charter 

operator, and if the aircraft meets the Revenue 

& Customs requirements as a qualifying 

asset, that £20 million aircraft does not incur 

a £4 million VAT fee, so the owner benefits 
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You are going to take a 15% discount hit on a 

new jet in the fi rst year, and since you are going 

to re-outfi t the interior of a pre-owned jet when 

you get it anyway, it will be as new. That, again, 

is a very signifi cant saving. 

Q: How has the charter market been over the 

last few years during the fi rst months of 2013?

A: Considering the fl at state of the economy 

in the UK and in Europe, we are fi nding the 

charter market holding up very well indeed. The 

fi rst three months of this year are all up about 

27% on the same period in 2012 and up 50% 

on the fi gures for 2010, so that has been pretty 

positive and we can’t really complain. There is no 

doubt though that the market is still very diffi cult 

for smaller operators with smaller fl eets, and it is 

clear that there is still an over-supply of aircraft. 

In 2007 there were two potential charter clients 

chasing every aircraft. Now there are a lot of 

immediately. Charter operators are 100% 

VAT-exempt.

It is diffi cult to overstate how important 

this change in the VAT rules – to make charter 

operators VAT-exempt when they act for owners 

– has been for us. No one uses a plane 100% of 

the time anyway, but a high net worth individual 

might well say, ‘just leave the plane sitting there 

and I’ll pay the charges’. Then they look at a £4 

million bill if they don’t charter, and suddenly 

those objections tend to go away. 

The other thing we bring is advice and 

experience. This impacts everything, from 

knowing the right agents to get clearances 

at smaller foreign airports, to having great 

relationships with the best FBOs. We use 

Signature globally and where we are fl ying to 

an unusual destination, the agents we know on 

the ground tell us the best FBOs and the best 

fuel deals. Getting clearance to fl y into China, 

for example, can take seven days. It takes three 

days to get clearance to fl y into an Indian airport. 

Prices for the FBOs and fuel can vary hugely 

depending on who you use. Our agents can get 

clearance a lot faster than that and can get the 

best prices. If the owner is managing the aircraft 

with two pilots, I very much doubt they will have 

the connections to do that. 

Advice also makes a huge difference when 

the owner comes to change planes. Andreas 

Panayiotou tends to follow my advice when it 

comes to upgrading his aircraft. We advised him 

on the purchase of each of his planes, including 

the 2004 Challenger 300 he bought recently. 

Buying a pre-owned plane brings huge savings. 

planes on the charter market and many operators 

are struggling to book suffi cient charter hours to 

keep them in profi t. 

Q: There are a number of exciting new models 

coming to the market over the next few years, 

such as the Global 7000 and the Lear 85. Do 

you think that these new arrivals will stimulate 

the buying of new aircraft? 

A: Perhaps, but there is a problem at the 

moment for the manufacturers in that there is 

a huge supply of great aircraft in the pre-owned 

market at great prices. Embraer, for example, has 

a new Legacy 650, but you can get a Legacy 

600 on the pre-owned market for half the price. 

Similarly, a Phenom 300 new is near $9 million, 

but you can buy a Citation Excel for $4-5 million 

on the pre-owned market. There are very good 

discounts available from the manufacturers for 

serious buyers of new aircraft because of all the 
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steer an owner in the direction of an aircraft 

that will do well in the charter market, while 

also meeting the owner’s requirements. Then we 

go out and fi nd the right aircraft for them, we 

do the surveys, the purchase inspections, and 

we work with their lawyers and accountants 

to get the right structure for the deal. We take 

it all the way through to the sale. Plus, we are 

totally independent. We have Embraer, Cessna, 

Dassault and Bombardier aircraft in our fl eet, so 

we are impartial in our advice. When we order 

a new aircraft for an owner, we advise them 

on the specifi cations as to what is required for 

their needs and what is not worth having. This, 

again, is the difference between a pilot doing 

the advising, where the pilots might chase all the 

toys that interest them, irrespective of what their 

value is to the owner. 

Finally, all aircraft have some problems from 

time to time and the owner needs someone 

who can go in and bat for them and argue 

competition from pre-owned, and this is such a 

different position from where we were in 2007 

before the crash. Some owners might think that 

a new jet under warranty will be much lighter 

on maintenance costs. However, when you think 

about this, everyone goes for some sort of ‘Power 

by the Hour’ deal on maintenance these days, 

so engine costs, say $480 an hour, do not vary 

between new and pre-owned. So, the only benefi t 

of the new jet over a pre-owned is on costs 

associated with parts failures. But the fi nancing 

differential on the new and the pre-owned is 

going to be about $400,000 a year in capital 

costs in favour of the pre-owned, and there is no 

way you are going to spend $400,000 a year on 

parts for a pre-owned plane. Aircraft are pretty 

reliable these days and you can cap your parts 

and labour costs through deals with MROs and 

manufacturers. 

Another thing we bring to the table is our 

ability as an experienced charter operator to 

for compensation from the manufacturer. 

That, again, is a service we provide. So, the 

management fee potentially saves the owner a 

huge amount over time. Our engineering and 

purchasing expertise also comes into play. We 

had a four-year-old Legacy, for example. The 

Embraer price for changing the fi ve generators 

for the avionics was $128,000 per generator. 

Our engineers found the generators on the open 

market for $28,000 each. So, as an operator, we 

made an instant saving for the owner of half 

a million dollars. Obviously, with a small price 

differential you would go with the manufacturer, 

but with a $100,000 saving, a generator is a 

generator, provided the weight and certifi cation 

is right. Once owners really understand what it 

is that we do for them as an operator, we fi nd 

that there is no diffi culty over the management 

fee. And chartering really can save the owner the 

full cost of maintaining and hangaring the jet 

through the year.
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Engine manufacturer powers ahead with Silvercrest offering

 S
necma, part of the Safran Group, 

has a history in aviation engine 

design and manufacture that goes 

all the way back to the era of the 

Wright brothers, and begins with 

the founding of the engine com-

pany responsible for the fi rst rotary engine, the 

Société des Moteurs Gnome, by the Seguin broth-

ers in 1905. The company’s unusual name derives 

from an acronym which came about when French 

engine manufacturers were consolidated and 

nationalised under the rubric, ‘Société Nationale 

d’Etudes et Construction de Moteurs d’Aviation’, or 

SNECMA, in 1945. Today, the company has a thriv-

ing military division, a space division and a highly 

successful commercial aviation division, with the 

iconic CFM engine from its joint venture with GE, 

plus its new LEAP engine for regional single-aisle 

jets. To these, in 2010, after a few years of testing 

the engine core technology, it took a fi rm decision 

to proceed with a dedicated business aviation en-

gine, Silvercrest, aimed squarely at the 10,000 to 

12,000 pound thrust market for the mid-to-large 

cabin segment of the business aviation market. 

With all three of its mainstream divisions, 

space, military and commercial doing well, it is 

worth asking what led Snecma to decide to design 

a totally new engine for the mid-to-long-haul 

business aviation space. This is a completely new 

market for the company, requiring a much smaller 

engine than anything it had done to date. One 

has to acknowledge here that Snecma already 

has some 500 business aviation customers, which 

might not sound as if business aviation is a new 

departure, but these all involve CFM56 engine 

aircraft, involving ACJ or BBJ aircraft and thus 

sit squarely in the mainstream commercial airline 

market. (CFM International, of course, is a 50-50 

joint venture between Snecma and GE and has a 

tremendous track record, having been launched 

in the mid-1970s). Silvercrest is entirely different 

from anything Snecma has produced before and 

is solely a Snecma project. As a much smaller, 

much lighter engine it is perfectly pitched at the 

long-range business jet in terms of weight, power, 

fuel economy, NOx emissions, noise level and easy 

maintenance. The rationale for committing the 

company to an entirely new engine build – which, 

after all, is a very substantial bet for any company 

to lay on the table, is twofold. As Laurence Finet, 

Silvercrest Program Director notes, two major 

factors infl uenced Snecma’s decision to enter the 

‘true’ business aviation market. The fi rst, and most 

obvious reason, though not suffi cient in itself, was 
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that business aviation was a glaring absence from 

Snecma’s portfolio. If you have military engines, 

space engines and big commercial engines, clearly 

you understand the art and science of engine 

design and build, so why the gap? The second 

reason is based on solid economics. As Finet points 

out, Snecma’s own research, plus that of aviation 

industry analysts, suggests very strongly that there 

is signifi cant potential in the mid-to-long range, 

large cabin segment of the business aviation 

market. “We see the potential for around 5,000 

aircraft in the large cabin business jet space over 

the next 20 years. If we can capture 50% of that 

market we would be very happy,” Finet says.

For around a dozen years now Snecma’s 

Commercial Engine Market and Product Strategy 

department has produced a market study each 

year. This study starts with the published fi gures 

on air traffi c and then uses a model that predicts 

passenger numbers on different regional and 

intercontinental routes and the type of aircraft 

needed to carry them. This process transforms 

air traffi c forecasts into the number and type of 

aircraft that are going to be needed to handle 

specifi c volumes of traffi c. So Snecma’s product 

strategy team is well used to taking bulk data 

and analysing it to provide the basis for decision 

making about present and future engine projects. 

The company’s success in its three mainstream 

operations, commercial, space and military, was 

summed up recently by Snecma Chairman and 

CEO Pierre Fabre. 

“2012 ended on a high note, with more than 

1,200 orders for LEAP engines, bringing our total 

of orders and commitments to 4,350 for the three 

versions, LEAP-1A (Airbus), LEAP-1B (Boeing) and 

LEAP-1C (Comac),” Fabre said. In total, current 

orders for the CFM56 and the various versions of 

LEAP are suffi cient to keep CFM’s production line 

going for the next seven years. Snecma expects to 

be able to turn out around 16,000 of its current CFM 

engines a year by 2015 and will be transitioning to 

LEAP production from 2016 to 2018. 

LEAP is aimed at the single-aisle regional 

jet market and uses Snecma’s revolutionary 

new composite technology for the 78 inch 

maintenance-free fan, along with a host of 

other improvements, including fuel effi ciencies 

that at current prices can save an airline some 

£1.6 million in fuel costs per year per aircraft. 

The company is building two new production 

plants, one in Commercy, France and the other in 

Rochester, New Hampshire in the US. These two 

plants will make 3D woven composite fan blades 

and cases for CFM’s new LEAP engine. 

Snecma’s Vulcain2 and HM7B cryogenic 

rocket engines powered the Ariane 5 launcher on 

seven missions through 2013 and its military arm, 

in conjunction with the Europrop International 

Consortium of which Snecma is a member, 

successfully proved the TP400 turboprop engine 

powering the Airbus A400M military airlifter. 

The fi rst delivery of a production-standard 

TP400-powered A400M will be delivered to 

the French air force by July 2013, according to 

Fabre. To cap the year, from a business aviation 

standpoint, the Silvercrest prototype engine has 

almost completed its ground-based testing and 

will have its fi rst test fl ight some time in the 

summer of 2013.

Laurence Finet points out that the somewhat 

more positive sales data across the business 

aviation market in 2013 for large cabin business 

jets, and the positive forecasts out to 2020 and 

beyond from a wide range of analysts and airframe 

manufacturers, are tremendously encouraging 

for Snecma. “We took the defi nitive decision to 

go forward with Silvercrest into certifi cation and 

production at a time when the immediate and 

We see the potential for 
around 5,000 aircraft in the 

large cabin business jet space 
over the next 20 years . If we 

can capture 50% of that 
market we would be very happy

Laurence Finet, Silvercrest Program Director, Snecma



technological programmes for commercial airline 

applications and this will give Silvercrest a 

real edge over the competition on a range of 

measures, from low maintenance, to fuel burn, 

emissions and noise,” she comments. For exam-

ple, the engine benefi ts from Snecma’s sophisti-

cated 3D design modelling of engine airfl ows, 

resulting in better performance in the turbine 

and compressor stages. 

“The main point is that we have designed 

Silvercrest from a clean sheet of paper to map 

precisely to customer requirements and to the 

demands that airframe manufacturers are 

looking to meet, for example, for shorter take 

off and landing, fuel cost savings and so on. 

Specifi cally, it will decrease fuel consumption 

and carbon dioxide emissions by about 15% over 

the best of the current engines, while reducing 

noise by 20 decibels versus Stage 4 requirements 

and cutting NOx emissions by 50% in relation to 

current CAEP/6 standards.” 

“We are also used to designing easy to 

maintain engines – a point that is different from, 

and complements, ‘on condition’ maintenance. 

Commercial airline operators need to be able to 

get at and fi x engines rapidly, minimising aircraft-

on-ground (AOG) time. So we look for active, 

preventative maintenance and we have developed 

short-range forecasts for the business aviation 

market were anything but positive. 2010 was 

an extremely fl at and disappointing year for 

the industry, which had been hoping for a quick 

recovery from the decline in sales experienced 

after the 2008 global fi nancial crash. So we really 

had to take a long-term view and, if you like, a 

long-term bet on the future of business aviation. 

Our market studies at the time showed that 2013 

was likely to see the market returning to growth 

and moving forward very positively from there. 

Current data now points towards this being the 

case and we see things recovering back to pre-

2008 levels, especially in the large cabin section, 

within three to four years,” she says. The upper end 

of the range, where Silvercrest’s 10,000-12,000 lb 

thrust dimension is positioned, is undoubtedly the 

stronger side of the business aviation market.

There is, of course, already plenty of competi-

tion for Silvercrest at this thrust range, but Finet 

argues that the company’s experience and long 

track record in commercial aviation will be a trump 

card as it seeks to gain market share for this new 

kid on the block. “Silvercrest is designed through 

and through to be an ‘on condition’ engine, which 

means that there is no time and cycles related 

maintenance milestones. We are using state-of-

the-art technology which comes out of the deep 

a whole range of algorithms which enable us to 

see diffi culties well before they become a visible 

maintenance issue,” Finet adds.

Another feature that operators like, Finet says, 

is that if the operator agrees, Snecma can monitor 

the status of the engine in fl ight on a continuous 

basis and can make recommendations on servicing 

and maintenance issues based on this real-time 

monitoring. “We already do this on some of our 

airline fl eets for our airline customers and we are 

sure that business jet operators and owners will 

fi nd this a key service, helping them to maximise 

aircraft availability and cut maintenance costs,” 

she concludes.

Initially, Snecma will be using its existing 

global network of MRO operations to provide 

support for Silvercrest and will be ensuring that a 

full training programme brings staff up to speed 

on the new engine in time for the initial launch, 

with certifi cation of the engine expected by 2016. 

Snecma already has its fi rst airframe customer 

signed up, with Cessna announcing in May 2012 

that Silvercrest would power its new Citation 

Longitude, which is expected to enter service 

in 2017. Ground tests of Silvercrest are almost 

complete and the company expects to commence 

fl ight testing of the engine within the next few 

months, during the summer of 2013.
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P&WC places its faith in continuous investment, 
no matter the market conditions, to keep its engines in demand

 P
art of United Technologies, a 

conglomerate that counts the 

Sikorsky Black Hawk Helicopter and 

Otis Elevators among its products, 

Pratt & Whitney Canada (P&WC) 

has been involved with lower thrust 

range engines since its inception, while its parent 

company, Pratt & Whitney, headquartered in East 

Hartford, Connecticut, typically deals with big 

commercial and military engines in the 20,000 lb 

and upwards bracket. In all P&WC has a portfolio 

of 13 engine families, from the legacy PT6 and 

JT15D, whose success laid the foundations for 

P&WC’s position in the business aviation market, 

to the future PW800, which will position the 

company nicely to provide engines to large 

business jets.

The company’s lowest thrust engine family, 

the PW600, is aimed at a hoped-for renaissance 

of the very light jet market. In July 2012 Eclipse 

Aerospace took the decision to produce the 

Eclipse 550 twin-engine, sub $1 million business 

powered by P&WC’s PW610F. We should explain 

that Eclipse Aerospace is the new company that 

took over Eclipse Aviation Corporation, which 

went from a Chapter 11 reorganisation in Novem-

ber 2008, once the global crash took hold, to a 

Chapter 7 bankruptcy that completed in August 

2009. The original company had initially signed 

with engine maker Williams International for the 

EJ22 for its very light jet concept, but for a variety 

of reasons, had switched to the PW610. 

Pratt & Whitney’s PW615 is the engine of 

choice on the Cessna Mustang, one of the most 

successful very light jets. By April 2011 Cessna 

had already delivered some 300 Mustangs 

with over 500 in total orders. Considering the 

‘crash and burns’ (companies, not jets) that have 

littered the light jet market since the VLJ craze 

took hold somewhere around the early 2000s, 

the Mustang’s sales performance has been 

nothing less than outstanding and it has to be a 

huge morale booster for companies like Eclipse, 

Nextant and Honda (see the story on page 36 in 

this issue), with new launch product in this space. 

In some respects, of course, Cessna could be said 

to have been involved for some years now in the 

VLJ arena in a head-to-head with the Brazilian 

airframe manufacturer Embraer, which has sold 

more than 100 Phenom 100 VLJs. P&WC stands 

in the enviable position of being able to wish both 

manufacturers the very best of luck with a clear 

conscience, since the Phenom too, has the PW617 

as its twin engines of choice. 

Mike Perodeau, Vice President, Corporate 

Aviation and Military Programs at P&WC, points 
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We have to continue to 
invest in new technologies 
and we are always looking 

for anything that keeps our 
products ahead of the curve 

and ahead of the competition
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out that 2013 is both the 50th anniversary of 

P&WC’s iconic PT6 engine and the company’s 

85th anniversary. It is also the 20th anniversary of 

the PW305B, the fi rst of P&WC’s current premier 

business jet engine family. The PW300 series 

covers the thrust range from 4,700 lb to 7,000 lb. It 

consists of four engine series and nine models. The 

more than 3,700 engines produced in the PW300 

family have, between them, accumulated over 

11.6 million fl ight hours. All PW300’s are FADEC 

(full-authority digital engine control) equipped 

engines. The PW307 powers the Dassault Falcon 

7X and has been chosen for the Lear 85 while the 

PW308 is the largest engine in the family, and 

powers the Falcon 2000EX/DX/LX/S and LXs, as 

well as the Hawker 4000. The PW307 and PW308 

are P&WC’s entry into the ‘heavy iron’ business jet 

market, with their Dassault Falcon applications.. 

“Our mandate at P&WC covers the smaller gas 

turbine, turboprop and helicopter engine market 

through the turbofan range up to a kind of cut 

-off point somewhere around the 20,000 lb of 

thrust level, where we hand over the baton to 

Hartford. As our history with the PT6 turboprop 

engine shows, we have a great deal of experience 

developing a base design and continuously 

enhancing it so that it has a tremendous longevity 

and continues to meet the evolving needs of 

clients,” Perodeau says. 

The PT6 that powers a new turboprop aircraft 

today is not the same PT6 as that which came 

off the production line 50 years ago. In December 

1963 P&WC shipped the fi rst PT6 production 

engine to Beech Aircraft Company to power the 

Beech 87, now famous as the King Air. The engine 

has gone through some enormous changes over 

that time. “The reason the PT6 is still the market 

leader in the turboprop world 50 years on is that 

we have kept investing in it.” 

On top of this, P&WC has a very solid share 

of the turboshaft market with the PT6. The 1,000 

horsepower PT6B series now has over 730 en-

gines in service with 148 operators in 39 coun-

tries, and has accumulated over one million fl ying 

hours. The PT6C-67 1,600 to 2,000 shp engine 

for medium-class helicopters which also includes 

the AW609 tiltrotor aims to set new standards in 

power-to-weight ratio, reliability and 

durability. There are three mod-

els in the series with over 

1,000 engines in service 

with 170 operators in 

58 countries, in mar-

kets including offshore, 

emergency medical ser-

vice, maritime patrol, VIP 

and utility.  Then there is 

the PT6T, now in its fi fth 

decade, which includes clas-

sics like the AgustaWesland 

212 and 412, Bell 212 and Bell 

412 helicopters, and which 

launched P&WC in 

the global helicopter market. More than 6,000 

PT6T engines have been produced since the 

1970s, accumulating more than 38 million 

fl ying hours. There is also the PW200 which 

powers the majority of the world’s new light-

twin helicopters. The latest engines under de-

velopment are the PW100TS and the PW210. 

The PW100TS is a derivative of the PW100 

turboprop three-shaft, two-spool engine. The 

PW210 engine family incorporates the lat-

est generation technology and dual channel 

FADEC. The engine also offers long intervals 

between maintenance, and ease of opera-

tion/reduced pilot workload. Engine mainte-

nance and operation is also made easier via 

the latest engine control fault detection and 

advanced diagnostics which enhance aircraft 

dispatchability. 

“Clearly, minimising our impact on the envi-

ronment is a very important present requirement 

and one that will be a guiding principle into 

the future. Our R&D works hard to continue to 

improve across all our engine families on emis-

sions reduction and noise reduction. But most 

of all we focus on driving continuous improve-

ments in doing more with less fuel, since this 

has the largest positive environmental 

impact of all,” Perodeau says. This 

is not so much ‘green’ pressure 

on P&WC as it is simply good 

business practice. “In avia-

tion we have to continue 

to invest in new technolo-

gies and we are always 

looking for anything that 

keeps our products ahead 

of the curve and ahead of 

the competition,” he com-

ments. Some 

Mike Perodeau, 
Vice President, 

Corporate Aviation 
and Military 

Programs, Pratt & 
Whitney Canada 
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of P&WC’s most recent engines, the 307 fam-

ily and the latest 308C engines have TALONII 

technology, with TALON standing for Technol-

ogy Advanced for Low Nox™. The combustion 

systems at the heart of these engines are de-

signed to drive low emissions. 

P&WC’s PW308C engines are powering the 

Dassault Falcon 2000S and 2000LXS, both of 

which received FAA certifi cation in mid April this 

year. Deliveries are expected through the second 

quarter of this year. Both models have proven 

short-fi eld and low-speed performance and are 

certifi ed for London City Airport, one of the most 

challenging airfi elds around. Perodeau points out 

that Dassault made particular mention in its an-

nouncement of the Falcon 2000S and 2000LXS 

(the longer range model, but still with short take-

off and landing capabilities) of the engine’s TAL-

ON II combustor, which will enable both aircraft 

to generate signifi cantly fewer emissions than 

previous models.

Any engine manufacturer needs an excel-

lent MRO network to support its customer 

base. “When you have the product base 

and the geographic dispersion of custom-

ers that we have, then the quality of 

your aftermarket support has to be a 

key part of your DNA if you are go-

ing to be successful. We have 

put a tremendous amount 

of effort into our global support facilities net-

work over the years, and this is supplemented 

by our affi liations with independent facilities, 

which we call Designated Overhaul Facilities 

(DOFs). All of our engine programmes include 

a Pay-per-Hour programme which gives cus-

tomers a very clear and predictable cost of 

ownership,” he comments.

Looking forward, Perodeau admits that it is ex-

tremely diffi cult at this point in the economic cycle 

to see quite when real growth might return to the 

business aviation market. “I would say that right 

now what characterises the markets is that 

they are pretty fl at, with the market 

in general still waiting for the 

real recovery to kick in. 

Corporate profi ts are strong in many places and 

we all know that the fortunes of the business 

aviation sector are closely linked to corporate 

profi tability, but so far companies are being very 

restrained in their spending. However, P&WC 

has always had a philosophy of investing stead-

ily throughout the business cycles, be they up or 

down. We have had 74 new engines certifi ed since 

1994 and we invest around $400 million a year in 

R&D on our engine families. That is what keeps us 

ahead of the curve,” he notes.
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GE Aviation pushes on with its Passport programme, 
aiming to grow its share of the business aviation marketplace

 T
here are undoubted advantages 

to being part of one of the world’s 

largest companies, but the man-

agement team at GE Aviation 

knows full well that it is in one of 

the most competitive markets in 

the world, where the bar is constantly being raised 

and where excellence in innovation and execution 

is paramount. GE’s history of innovation in the air-

craft engines business is legendary. After all, it was 

a General Electric aviation engineer and inventor, 

Sanford Alexander Moss, who fi rst developed the 

turbo supercharger, which brought dramatic speed 

and distance improvements to aircraft, helping at 

the same time to give GE a major advantage in 

bidding for US military aircraft engine contracts. 

The interplay and cross fertilisation between 

GE Aviation’s Military Systems Operations 

Division (MSO) and its Commercial Engines 

Operation Division (CEO) has helped to keep 

the company at the forefront of military and 

commercial jet engine design, and both continue 

to be a massive resource for GE Aviation’s 

third engine division, its Business and General 

Aviation arm, headed by Brad Mottier. As Mottier 

explains, this division encompasses everything 

that is not either military or commercial transport. 

So its interests cover the whole spectrum, from 

turboprop planes through to business jets. 

“We have three engines that are pure GE 

engines in the general business aviation segment 

reporting to me. There are the GE turboprops 

that we design and manufacture in Prague. The 

second is the CF34 on the Bombardier Challenger 

range, including the Challenger 600, 601, 604 

and 605, plus the Challenger 800 series (the 

850, 870 and 890). The third is the GE Passport, 

which will be used on the Bombardier Global 

7000 and Global 8000,” Mottier notes. The 

Passport (known as the Tech-X during its early 

developmental stage) is designed to meet the 

needs of aircraft in the 10,000 lb to 20,000 lb 

thrust range and is being developed in parallel 

with the larger CFM International LEAP engine, 

coming out of GE’s partnership with Snecma. The 

GE Passport 20, which is due to begin ground 

testing shortly, will deliver 16,500 lb of thrust 

and is expected to achieve certifi cation in 2015 

with entry into service on Bombardier’s Global 

7000 and Global 8000 targeted respectively 

for 2016 and 2017. 

One of the unique features of 

the Passport is its use of a blisk, 

a one-piece bladed disk. The 

blisk approach eliminates the 

need for separate blades to 

be installed on a rotor, which 

does away at a stroke with 

all the disadvantages of 

individual blades, which 

can move about in 

their slot, creating 

vibration and wear 

and tear. The engine 

has a 10-stage high 

pressure compressor 

with fi ve blisk stag-

es, a two-stage 

high pressure tur-

bine and a four-

stage low-pressure 

turbine. In November 

2012 the Nexcelle joint 

venture, comprising GE’s 

Middle River Aircraft Sys-

tems and the Safran Group’s 

Aircelle, announced that it had 

completed the Preliminary De-

  

Brad Mottier, 
Head of Business 

and General 
Aviation, 

GE Aviation
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effi cient. They were able to do this because they 

could utilise technology from GE’s new e-Core 

demonstrator programme. 

“A couple of years ago we knew that we would 

need more fuel effi ciency for our commercial 

engines so we started a technology development 

programme called e-Core. This has now gone 

through two demonstration cores and that 

technology is the basis for the new core for CFM 

International’s LEAP engine for the Boeing 737 

MAX, Airbus A320neo and COMAC’s C919,” 

Mottier explains. GE took technology from that 

same super-effi cient e-Core and scaled it down 

in size for the Passport, which sounds easy – but 

LEAP is designed to generate 20,000 to 30,000 lb 

of thrust while Passport, as we have seen, targets 

16,500 lb of thrust with room to grow to 20,000 

lb if required. Nevertheless, as Mottier points out, 

the aerodynamics in the two cores are much the 

same and the architecture of the engines scales 

from the one thrust range to the other very well.  

There is no doubt that Passport constitutes a 

very signifi cant bet by GE Aviation on the future 

success of the large cabin business aviation 

sign Review for its nacelle on the Passport, along 

with the integrated propulsion system, with some 

of the key features being the use of composite ma-

terials to reduce weight and a target-type two-door 

thrust reverser and fi xed aft nozzle, built largely 

with composites. 

The Nexcelle JV has also put a great deal of 

thought into the assembly stage, which makes use 

of very advanced production techniques. A robotic 

drilling and fastening installation system will be 

used on the nacelle’s inlet assembly to improve 

productivity, quality and repeatability. The 

Passport’s thrust reverser will be built on a moving 

assembly line, using techniques similar to those 

used in the automotive industry for improved 

production effi ciencies. 

As the Nexcelle contribution to the Passport 

demonstrates, GE’s joint venture with Snecma 

in the CFMI consortium for the CFM56 engine 

family, which began back in 1974, continues to 

provide a wealth of engineering know-how and 

expertise that feeds into GE’s business jet engines 

operation, even though these engines are targeted 

at the thrust demands of large commercial airlines. 

Much the same is true for its ongoing joint venture 

with Pratt & Whitney, dubbed The Engine Alliance, 

which is working on the GP7000 turbofan jet 

engine for the Airbus A380. The GP7000 is built 

around the GE90-110B/115B core, utilising Pratt 

& Whitney’s fan and low-pressure system design, 

originated for the PW4000. 

“Bombardier’s Global 7000 is a very exciting 

aircraft and creates special demands for the engine 

market that Passport is designed to solve,” Mottier 

says. The Global 8000 will be fl ying at 51,000 feet, 

which is above the ceiling of traditional business 

jets or a typical regional jet, and is targeting Mach 

0.85 cruise speed with a range of 7,900 nautical 

miles (or Mach 0.9 with a slightly diminished 

range of 5,600 nautical miles). This makes the 

speed of fuel burn during fl ight particularly 

important, so the Passport has been designed to 

be extremely fuel effi cient. Importantly, the engine 

has been designed to be in the fi ve to one high-

bypass range. Normally, when you optimise the 

engine core for high effi ciency you would aim for 

a higher high-bypass ratio. However, when you 

are fl ying at Mach 0.9 or more, that starts to add 

a lot of drag, which hammers performance. So 

GE engineers kept the ratio down, which means 

that the core of the engine has to be even more 

market. “This is a big capital investment, requiring 

a great deal of engineering expertise. However, 

the aviation business is not for the faint hearted. 

You have to step up and take the initiative to 

stay ahead in this market,” Mottier observes. “It 

costs about $1 billion to $2 billion to develop a 

new engine, which makes it a very considerable 

bet indeed. However, when you start work on a 

new engine you hope that it is going to be in 

production for decades thereafter, which gives 

you plenty of time to generate profi t from your 

R&D spend. But it also means that you have to 

continually bring forward improvements over the 

life-cycle of the engine,” he adds.

The airline industry generally, and business 

aviation in particular, could not afford to 

support the appearance of a new engine every 

three to four years, which puts a conservative 

drag on what would otherwise be a manic 

(and potentially ruinous) ‘arms race’ by engine 

manufacturers. However, we are in a very 

productive phase of the jet engine market, with 

all the major suppliers working singly or in 

consortia, on new engines targeting the various 

thrust ranges required by the industry.  

“In 2008, right in the teeth of the global 

fi nancial crash, which had a devastating impact 

on new aircraft sales in the business jet market, 

as we all know, GE Aviation decided that we 

wanted to be a signifi cant player in the business 

aviation space, to match the scale of our activities 

in the commercial airline market. Up to that 

point, the primary success we had enjoyed in the 

business aviation market was the engine for the 

Bombardier Challenger, which was the same GE 

engine used on the Canadair Regional Jet. This in 

turn was derived from our TF34 engines on the 

military  A10 application, and of course, it became 

the CF34. Our experience with business aviation, 

however, goes back before this, to the dawn of 

business aviation in the 1960s and 1970s, when 

we powered Learjet with the CF700 and the 

CJ810, which again used the engine core from our 

J85 military engines,” Mottier explains. 

The key point here is that Passport breaks 

with this tradition of designing new engines for 

the business aviation market based on tried and 

tested cores from military applications. It is a 

‘clean sheet’ new design which aims, in Mottier’s 

words, “to be the most effi cient business jet engine 

ever produced, period!”

Bombardier’s Global 7000 
is a very exciting aircraft 

and creates special demands 
for the engine market that 

Passport is designed to solve
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Looking out for the owner’s interests: Profi le of Herbert Artinger, CEO, ACES

 C
ompletion facilities have a tre-

mendous array of skills at their 

disposal. There is no choice 

about this. Fitting out a business 

jet to the exacting specifi cations 

of a high net worth client means 

the completion facility has to have the ability to 

bring together a wide range of disciplines, from 

cabinet making to engineering and design. Does 

this mean that every client is going to get a per-

fect deal and full value for their money? Perhaps, 

if you believe in Santa Claus and fairies. In reality, 

the only thing that guarantees value for money 

for the client, according to Herbert Artinger, the 

CEO of ACES (Aircraft Conformant Engineering 

Services), who has overseen some 37 business jet 

completions so far, is if the owner has someone on 

the ground at the completion facility, examining 

and challenging the completion’s team at virtually 

every step of the way. 

The problem, he points out, is that no matter 

how sincerely a completion facility starts off 

wanting to do their absolute best for the client, 

there will always be an inertial drag pulling their 

interpretation of the client’s design specifi cations 

in the direction that best suits the completion 

team. “I have lost count of the number of ways in 

which people fi nd themselves able to reinterpret 

a plain “no” as meaning either “yes” or 

“perhaps”,” he says. If people can interpret plain 

simple phrasing to mean the reverse of what is 

intended, it doesn’t take much imagination to 

see how wildly interpretations can differ when it 

comes to complex paragraphs setting out design 

ideas. 

All too often the high net worth client is so 

taken with the actual purchase of the aircraft 

and with the design ideas that have been put 

to him/her, that it simply doesn’t occur to them 

to look ahead to the possibility that a) the 

completion facility might not fi nish the job on 

time or b) that it may fi nish in a rush with a list 
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of 600 to 800 glitches that will have to be fi xed 

at some future date, but which certainly won’t 

get completed by the agreed delivery date. Either 

way, the client is not getting value for money.

“There are three things that the client really 

has to write into the contract from the outset, 

with very strong penalty clauses for breaching 

these parameters,” Artinger says. “These three 

things are the weight that the completion must 

not exceed, the range that the aircraft has to 

be able to achieve and the maximum decibel 

level. On top of this they will need a realistic 

completion date,” he adds. Fitting out a BBJ 

or an A318 might realistically be done in nine 

months of fi tting time. For a 747 you are going to 

need closer to 18-24 months of actual fi tting time 

and probably a year’s planning and engineering 

before the completion programme starts, he 

says. Here too, without stiff penalties for non-

compliance, the completion facility is likely to 

view the owner’s deadline as a wished for rather 

than an actual deadline. 

“I have seen contracts, written before we 

were asked to come on board to supervise 

the job, which capped the penalties for late 

delivery at three months. If you do that, the 

completion facility is simply going to build the 

3-month penalty into its bid contract and your 

completion date will come when it comes. You 

have completely lost control,” he says. 

In 1996 he was working for Airbus Industries 

in Toulouse, as a working party team leader, 

doing airline engineering assistance modifi cations 

and upgrades. After 25 years with Airbus and a 

slight downturn in the industry it gave him the 

opportunity to look around. He already had good 

relationships with several leasing companies. They 

approached him and said if he started his own 

project management business, they’d guarantee 

him enough work to keep him busy for the next 

two years. Herbert Artinger established his fi rm 

ACES in July 1996. The core of his business at this 

point was focused on end-of-term lease recovery, 

lease conversions and the like, and this led, 

inevitably he says, to VIP completions. 

“This was the emergence of the wide-bodied 

business jet, when Boeing came out with the BBJ 

and Airbus responded with the ACJ 319. So ACES 

was asked to focus more directly on VIP interior 

completions. We started off in Hamburg and we 

worked our way through most of the Airbus VIP 

clients, then Boeing approached ACES to project 

manage one of their BBJs. The fi rst wide-body 

VIP completion was in 1998 and together with 

a small A319 at the time, plus an Airbus A310 

that same year. “ACES was formed with two other 

people besides myself. Today there are fi ve of us 

and I plan to expand to seven over the next 18 

months or so,” Artinger explains. The ‘offi ce’ for all 

his team is the current VIP completion hangers!

Technology, particularly three-dimensional 

computer imaging and high resolution graphics 

displays, has given completions facilities a 

tremendous tool to engage with the customer’s 

designer. The appearance of various fabrics and/

or colour choices, wood veneers, marble-like 

surfaces and so on can be seen almost instantly, 

allowing the customer to refi ne his or her 

preferences in real time. However, Artinger points 

out that the great “lie” of virtual reality is that in a 

VR world everything fi ts, everything matches, with 

no gaps or misalignments and with no unforeseen 

production issues materialising to mess things 

up. In a VR world, when he is with a top of the 

line completion facility, he can go to their VR 

room and walk through his aircraft from front to 

back and everything will be perfect. But when he 

goes back and sees the aircraft two months later 

the general idea is there, but not exactly as you 

would want it or to the level of perfection that 

was promised. No completion should be allowed 

to turn into a clearance sale for the completion 

facility. The client should never accept reasonable 

quality, if one has been promised world-class 

quality.”  This is typically refl ected in the attitude 

of a major completion facility stating “What we 

design, is what you get.”

Another thing Artinger has against VR mock-

ups is that for so many completion facilities 

today they have completely done away with the 

practice of doing foam trial fi ttings of the aircraft. 

He is fair enough to say that the use of virtual 

reality reduces the error margin considerably and 

is a great help to the crafts people involved and 

to the designer. But you cannot take a VR mock-

up and trust it 100% and this is what happens 

when you eliminate the traditional fi t check with 

foam mock-ups actually placed inside the aircraft. 

“That is when you see that the ergonomics of the 

The client should never 
accept reasonable 
quality, if one has 

been promised 
world-class quality
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If the owner leaves the writing of the 

specifi cation to the completion facility the chances 

are that it will look extremely comprehensive on 

the surface, but will, in reality, be far too porous 

and open to varying interpretations. “We have 

written a great many specifi cations, from BBJs 

to 747s, and you have to understand what it is 

that you want and how what you want is going 

to impact on the crucial performance metrics of 

weight, range and noise level,” he points out. A 

52Db level is way too high for a VIP jet interior, 

but that is what some completions facilities will 

target. If you do not get the noise level down to 

48Db or 50Db at least, then you are not getting 

value for money. With a business jet you should 

be able to converse at the same level of tone 

that you would use in a mid to upper category 

limousine. You certainly do not want the client 

complaining that their car is quieter than their 

airplane,” he comments. 

Above all you do not want a clause in 

the contract that says the equivalent of “the 

design, as presented, simply do not work, that 

someone’s chair can’t fold down, because their 

knees will hit a table, or that the power outlet 

is obscured or impossibly placed,” he observes.

Artinger says that these days he often asks 

for a trial fi t and the answer is invariably, “Oh 

we don’t need that these days, we have VR.” 

“The greatest thing about VR is that it gives the 

completion facility a fantastic tool to do a sales 

pitch to the client. What happens, when you go 

down this road, is that last minute adjustments 

have to be made and the owner fi nds that the 

veneer in a fi nished cabinet has been botched 

over, because of a late alteration to cover a 

misfi t,” Artinger informs. 

The package offered to the client by ACES 

comes in a variety of forms. The client can 

choose to have Artinger and his team present 

throughout the completion, or come in for the 

last two months of the project or perhaps one 

week a month throughout the project. “We try 

to make it clear to the client that opting to get 

us involved during only the last two months is 

pretty ineffective. All the damage is already done 

and all the items have already been fabricated. 

Ideally we should be there from the moment the 

client decides they want to buy a VIP jet. That 

way we can ensure that the design specifi cation 

is written properly,” he says.  

completion facility will make reasonable efforts 

to keep noise levels below this or that limit.” When 

push comes to shove a phrase like ‘reasonable 

efforts’ is no barrier to the completion facility 

doing what it pleases.

“The point to emphasise is that we can do a 

great job for the client, if we are allowed to do it. 

If we are brought into the process late then we 

are basically in damage-limitation mode, trying 

to rescue the client from what would otherwise 

in all probability be a disappointment. We 

had an Asian client ask us if we could come in 

and project manage the last two weeks before 

delivery and I had to say that there would be 

no point. The completion facility will give us a 

list of 600 – 700 write up items that will still 

require work on delivery, but these will not be 

addressed until the client brings the jet back for 

warranty checks in six months. That will satisfy 

no one. The other point to stress is that you must 

have penalty clauses and they have to be tough 

enough to hurt the facility, if it gets it wrong. 

Our aim is not to be nasty to the facility, but 

to bring a fair, objective view to the process so 

that the owner’s interests are protected. Once 

the specifi cations are agreed they are not a wish 

list that the facility can treat as fl exible. They are 

specifi ed and have to be delivered and to the 

quality promised – or else!” he concludes.

The point to emphasise is that 
we can do a great job for the 

client, if we are allowed to do it

PROFILE :  HERBERT ARTINGER
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Could HondaJet become 
a serious contender in the 

light jet market? 
Executive & VIP Aviation 

International spoke to the 
CEO, Michimasa Fujino



COMPANY PROFILE :  HONDAJET

 T
he business aviation industry has 

had a number of years now to get 

over the shock announcement 

by Honda back in 2006 that it 

had set itself the goal of bring-

ing the HondaJet to market and 

that Honda Motor Company, which has a global 

reputation for its cars, motorbikes and lawnmow-

ers, intended to be a serious player in the air-

craft industry in the decades to come. Instead 

of amazement and some disbelief, the industry 

was by and large rather pleased when Honda 

Aircraft Company announced at the 2012 Na-

tional Business and Aviation Association An-

nual Meeting and Exhibition that assembly and 

production of the fi rst HondaJet had begun at 

the company’s global headquarters at the Pied-

mont Triad International Airport in Greensboro, 

North Carolina. The light jet market was in some 

disarray, and anything that could reawaken in-

terest in this fascinating and potentially lucra-

tive end of the business aviation market was 

greatly to be welcomed. 

Honda Aircraft President and CEO Michimasa 

Fujino, the man who fi rst told the then Honda 

Chairman about the viability of plans for 

HondaJet, made the announcement in person. 

The time frame here is worth pondering for 

a moment or two. If we take October 2012 as 

the moment when commercial production of 

the HondaJet actually began to roll in earnest, 

that gives the project a 27-year lead-up and 

development time frame. It is extremely diffi cult 

to think of any Western company that would 

allow any prototype R&D project to gestate 

and evolve for the best part of three decades, 

all the while providing that project with the 

funding required to push each development 

stage through to the next level. Wall Street’s 

notoriously short attention span and insistence 

on near-immediate returns simply does not allow 

major companies the luxury of taking a two-and-

a-half to three decade-long view of projects, no 

matter how visionary they may be. 

“That is the difference between Honda and 

our competitors,” says Fujino quietly. “When we 

have a dream, we give it time to develop. It is 

much more important to us that we get it right 

than that we get quick results,” he says. That’s 

the fi rst point to grasp about the HondaJet – 

that it is a dream project for Honda. In revenue 

terms, Honda Aircraft is not going to be much 

more than a rounding error on the Honda Motor 

Company balance sheet for a long while to 

come but it has a signifi cance to Honda that is 

way beyond its immediate revenue-generating 

potential. As Fujino and Honda Aircraft Company 

like to put it, “HondaJet began as an intellectual 

contemplation and developed into a series of 

questions: how could a light jet become more 

effi cient, more elegant, more advanced?”

Fujino didn’t start off his career in Honda 

on the HondaJet, despite being a graduate in 

aeronautical engineering. He was transferred into 

the airplane project which was actually a dream 

of Honda Motor Company founder, Soichiro 

Honda, whose lifelong interest in mobility did 

not stop him from constantly pushing himself 

and his top executives, to think about where, 

broadly speaking, manufacturing was headed 

next, and what were the next hot issues beyond 

the motorcycle and automobile. In 1986, this 

constant probing of future directions received 

formal expression, with the company’s decision 

to establish a world-class research centre with the 

aim of looking at future products. 

A few projects suggested themselves as likely 

to be fundamental future market opportunities. 

Artifi cial intelligence and robotics was one 

project; business aviation, or extending personal 

mobility from the road to the skies, was another, 

which is why the young aeronautical engineer 

found himself clearing his desk in the automobile 

division and heading off to see if Honda’s 

innovation could turn into a market-leading 

competitive product. 

“To understand why Honda thinks deeply 

about the future, you need to understand that 

in Honda’s case management’s responsibility is 

not just to maximise this quarter’s profi ts or this 

year’s profi ts, but to work out a viable strategy 

that will see Honda able to continue its growth 

for decades to come. That kind of culture and 

approach at the top of a company stimulates 
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When we have a dream, 
we give it time to 

develop. It is much more 
important to us that we 
get it right than that we 

get quick results
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“since the academic world can keep a secret 

better!” Honda was not about to shout its 

interest in aviation to the world yet. This, after 

all, was still just a research project with a lot of 

ground to cover and a lot of questions to answer 

before it would turn into a reality. 

Interestingly, Fujino came up with the  

revolutionary Over-The-Wing Engine Mount 

design during his work on the MH02, the 

successor to the MH01. Honda management 

decided that if they were going to build a 

plane, they would prefer to take a shot at the 

light jet market rather than the advanced 

turboprop market and summarily told Fujino 

to switch to a turbofan concept. This gave him 

a real problem since there were no turbofan 

engines small enough for a concept plane like 

the MH02. He settled on an engine from Pratt 

& Whitney, but it was too cumbersome to hang 

under the wing so an over-the-wing mount was 

the only viable option. This is usually anathema 

to aircraft designers since it is axiomatic that 

anything on top of the wing is going to increase 

drag, causing a deterioration in performance, 

as well as generating penalties as far as lift is 

concerned. Fujino worked through umpteen 

possible confi gurations and fi nally he found a 

confi guration that was acceptable. Later, using 

fl ow modelling, he and his team found that by 

reshaping the nacelle and pylon and by moving 

the engine closer to the cabin, they actually 

long-term thinking and in my view it has been 

a fundamental driver behind Honda’s success 

so far. I attend stockholder meetings in Japan 

and although the HondaJet programme has 

had a long inception period, the questions I 

get from shareholders are very supportive. For 

example, one investor told me: I am very proud 

to be a Honda shareholder because I hold stock 

in a company that is presenting challenging 

visions for the future. In an AGM for a top 

Western company the questions would be much 

more about when can we expect a profi t from 

HondaJet!” Fujino comments.

Fujino’s fi rst project for the Honda R&D 

Fundamental Research Centre was to build from 

scratch an experimental Honda-original aircraft. 

The fi rst design effort was called the MH01. It 

was an advanced turboprop plane rather than 

a jet. The ‘M’ here stood for Mississippi, as in 

Mississippi Honda, since Honda partnered with 

Mississippi State University for the project, or 

more specifi cally, with MSU’s Raspet Flight 

Research Laboratory. The project took an 

existing aircraft, the Bonanza A36, and looked 

at modifying its wing and empennage to a 

composite structure. According to an interview 

Fujino gave to the Smithsonian Institute’s Air 

& Space Magazine back in May 2007 initially 

Honda was simply looking for a partner, be it a 

university or a company, that would help it build 

a prototype, but it leaned towards a university 

improved drag and lift and lowered cabin noise. 

By 1996, 10 years after he had started on the 

project, he was ready to tell Honda management 

that the company had a viable proposition. 

However, if he thought he was going to get an 

easy passage he was in for a shock. Management 

decided to pull the plug on the whole test project 

in favour of a renewed and intensive focus on the 

automobile sector, which was then at white heat, 

competitively speaking. Fujino spend a little while 

taking stock. The work so far had convinced him 

that he was within reach of building a market-

leading light jet. He went back to management 

in 1997 and presented them with a new concept 

plan: exit the MH02, enter the HondaJet. Fujino 

took his idea straight to the then President 

and CEO of Honda Motor Company, Nobuhiko 

Kawamoto, an engineer by profession rather 

than a fi nance specialist. “The problem we had in 

getting the concept of a light jet across to the full 

Board was that while Japanese are very familiar 

with automobiles, very few at that time had any 

experience with business jets. It really needed an 

engineer to see the merits of the design solution 

and the product we were proposing. The President 

considered my proposal for perhaps 30 minutes, 

then gave me the all clear to take HondaJet 

forward,” Fujino recalls.

The HondaJet now in production is unques-

tionably a beautiful looking aircraft and much 

of that beauty comes from the Over-The-Wing 

One investor told me: I am very 
proud to be a Honda shareholder because I 
hold stock in a company that is presenting 

challenging visions for the future
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Learjet 85 might have been the fi rst plane to 

have a fully composite body, but Fujino scooped 

a fi rst by machining the entire wing skin out of a 

single piece of aluminium. “We used to use sheet 

metal structures, using stringers, a frame and 

sheet metal held with rivets or bonding. But as 

labour costs increase it becomes much cheaper to 

machine the whole wing skin from a single piece 

of metal. This gives you additional effi ciency and 

accuracy in production,” he comments. 

Another fi rst for Honda was the decision to 

use its experience as one of the world’s leading 

engine producers to design and build its own 

engines for the HondaJet, via a joint venture 

between Honda Aero and GE Aviation. The result 

is the twin HF120 engine confi guration, with 

each engine delivering 2,050 lb of thrust. 

Fujino points out that the company already 

has an infrastructure comparable to a large 

airframe OEM. By NBAA 2012 it had 750 staff 

at its North Carolina site. This year the numbers 

are ramping towards 1,000. 

“If you look at this strategy from the outside, 

it might look as if Honda is being very bold in 

launching into the business aviation market. But 

our management is much more conservative and 

cautious than people might think. They want to 

see that we are doing the best we can do to bring 

about success even if success is not guaranteed. 

The product is good, the strategy is reasonable 

and the idea is not to recoup our investment in 

one year but steadily over time. Our vision at 

Honda is of a group supported by four pillars, 

an automobile business, a motorcycle business, 

a power equipment business and now aviation 

as our fourth pillar. We call ourselves a mobility 

company. Five years ago profi ts came largely from 

the automobile division. However, this year the 

big profi t driver is motorcycles driven by demand 

from Asia. Things change and diversifi cation is 

important. By analogy, with HondaJet we are not 

just selling the equivalent of a sports car, but a 

rather highly fuel effi cient sports car with a good 

sized cabin!” he concludes. 

structure were developed from long-term research 

activities. These innovations combined help the 

HondaJet deliver high fuel effi ciency, high speed 

and a very spacious cabin. 

The HondaJet may, by general agreement, be 

a beautiful aeroplane, but will it sell? By January 

2012 Honda had already taken over 100 orders for 

the plane, priced at $4.5 million, and Fujino expects 

Honda Aircraft to be a profi table division within fi ve 

years after its fi rst delivery. The company is steadily 

adding to its dealer network for HondaJet sales, 

service and support, one of the latest signings being 

SkyService Business Aviation, Canadian authorised 

sales representative for the HondaJet. In 2008 the 

company expanded sales to Europe and announced 

three European regional facilities, to come 

onstream in time for delivery of the fi rst HondaJets 

to customers this year. Honda is partnering with 

TAG Aviation SA in Northern Europe and the UK, 

with facilities based at Farnborough and Geneva. 

In Central Europe the company has joined with 

Rheinland Air Services to establish HondaJet 

Central Europe, based in Frankfurt, while Southern 

Europe is covered by a partnership with Aviastec in 

Madrid, covering Spain, Portugal, France, Monaco, 

Italy, Greece and Turkey. 

One thing that is certain is that the 

production centre is already benefi ting hugely 

from Honda’s long experience as an auto 

manufacturer. The company is setting one fi rst 

after another in its production facility. The 

Engine Mount design and the shape of the py-

lons and nacelle. Fujino says happily that of all 

the elements of HondaJet, these are the features 

that give him the most pleasure and the most 

satisfaction. When he fi nally found the right 

shape and the right wing position what he found 

was that they gave HondaJet a real performance 

benefi t in terms of speed and fuel effi ciency 

without sacrifi cing precious cabin volume and 

luggage space. 

Since light business jet designs are very 

close to the ground, it is impossible to install 

the engines under the wing. In technical terms, 

placing the engine over the wing results in an 

unfavorable aerodynamic interference and 

induces a strong shock wave that results in 

a lower drag divergence Mach number. The 

confi guration also signifi cantly changes the 

vibration characteristics of the original clean 

wing and infl uences aeroelastic characteristics 

as a result. 

For Fujino, the technical challenge was 

how to incorporate an Over-The-Wing Engine 

Mount confi guration into a light business jet 

design that minimised wave increase at high 

speeds while also achieving higher cruise ef-

fi ciency and reducing the aeroelastic penalty. 

The HondaJet accomplishes this aeronauti-

cal feat. In addition to its patented OTWEM 

confi guration, innovations including a natural-

laminar fl ow technology and composite fuselage 

The product is good, 
the strategy is reasonable 

and the idea is not to recoup 
our investment in one year 

but steadily over time
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The completions business is by no means easy money – but 
Comlux Group is working hard to stay at the top of the industry

 C
omlux specialises in VIP char-

ter services, aircraft manage-

ment and completions, as 

well as some sales. Richard 

Gaona, President and CEO 

of Comlux Group points out 

that the Group has grown from around 100 

employees at the end of 2007 to some 600 

employees today. At the end of 2007 its man-

aged fl eet stood at six aircraft, by comparision 

with the current fl eet of 21. A good part of 

the growth has come from its acquisition of 

Comlux America, its Indianapolis-based com-

pletions centre. It fi rst entered the market as 

Comlux Aviation in 2003 as a VIP charter com-

pany, with top-of-the-line business jets from 

Bombardier, supplemented in 2005 by an Air-

bus ACJ, and was the fi rst launch customer for 

the Airbus A318 Elite programme. It partnered 

with the Airbus Corporate Jet Centre (ACJC) in 

2008 and acquired the Indianapolis Jet Cen-

tre, which became Comlux America. The centre 

was formally opened in April 2010 and quickly 

became an approved outfi tting centre for Boe-

ing Business Jets (BBJs), with Airbus giving 

Comlux its approval as an Airbus Completions 

Centre in May 2011. 

Charter services continued to expand with 

the Group becoming the launch customer of the 

Sukhoi Business Jet at NBAA in 2011 – and in 

November Comlux took delivery of an Airbus 

ACJ321, confi rming its positioning as the largest 

Airbus VIP operator world-wide. Through all the 

downturn and the slow markets of the last few 

years Comlux has continued to expand. 

“We have won seven BBJ/ACJ VIP aircraft 

including a 767 which is the fl agship of Fly Com-

lux completions in the last two years and our 

completion centre is full through 2013, so we 

are working hard to stay on top of the industry,” 

Gaona says. Naturally enough, as a completions 

centre, Comlux takes a totally different view of 

the client relationship to the picture painted by 

Herbert Artinger as covered elsewhere in this is-

sue (see the feature on pages 32 to 35). Where 

Artinger stands as the owner’s representative, on 

the watch for reinterpretations of the completion 

design specifi cation, Comlux had the expertise 

to design, engineer and produce the cabin and 

address certifi cation requirements. At no point is 

the objective of the completion centre to satisfy 

the customer different from Artinger’s objectives, 

he emphasises. In fact Gaona says he welcomes a 

programme manager who has the experience to 

provide a technical interface, with a full aware-

ness of the challenges involved in completions.

“I know Herbert Artinger very well. 

Basically we welcome it when the owner has a 

representative involved in the completion with a 

brief to ensure that the owner’s point of view is 

represented. It is good for us since we can always 

turn to the representative to get an authoritative 

interpretation of the owner’s wishes and 

that avoids any possibility of ambiguities or 

misunderstandings. There are a number of 

people in the industry who provide this kind of 

service. They are people with a lot of experience 

and they do a good job both for the completions 

centre and for the owner. If we have someone on 

hand to validate every stage of the proceedings, 

then there can be no unpleasant surprises for 

either party at any stage,” he says. 
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According to Gaona, the Asian market is now 

in a very interesting state. Comlux took a Global 

Express and an Airbus 318 to the Shanghai 

Asian Business Aviation Conference (ABACE) 

at Hongqiao International Airport. “We have 

already started to have a presence in China and 

Asia on the charter side. We opened an offi ce 

in Hong Kong for our commercial people and 

we have an Airbus in Shanghai and another in 

Macau, with a third on a long charter in South 

Asia. We have also recently won a tender to do 

the completion work in the region on a BBJ for 

Hyundai Motor Company,” he comments.

Work in Europe and America is also piling up. 

“Last year, Boeing had two of its BBJs grounded 

for maintenance and we won the tender to do 

a cabin refi t on both. One of these is due to 

come into our completions centre in the next 

few months. In mid-April we received an order 

to fi t out an Airbus 321, which will be the fi rst 

ACJ in the 321 family,” he comments. That 

aircraft is being ferried to Comlux’s Indianapolis 

completions centre. However, this rush of orders 

has not made Gaona lose track of the fact that 

completions is as cyclical as any other part of the 

business aviation market. 

“I have been in this business for 25 years and 

I have seen too many people who think that the 

completions business is easy money. They come and 

they go. This is not an easy business by any stretch of 

the imagination. You need to invest in great people 

with great skills and you need to understand that 

it will take many years to recover your investment. 

This is a long-term industry. At Comlux we have 

been fortunate and we have grown quite rapidly 

but nevertheless, we limit ourselves to two or three 

completions a year and we don’t try to grab every 

job that is going. If we can do three completions 

a year, together with some maintenance and 

refurbishment, that will do us very well,” he says. 

Comlux does as much as it possibly can do in-house, 

including virtually all the cabinet making, leather 

work and materials. “That is the best and most 

direct way to control quality,” Gaona says. 

The statistics point to there being a 

tremendous volume of work out there on the 

completions front, at least as far as refurbishment 

work is concerned. “There is now a large number 

of ageing BBJs out there on the market. They 

are all coming up for their 12C and 8C checks 

and some of the owners are going to want to 

carry out refurbishment programmes at the same 

time,” Gaona says. Refurbishment jobs can be 

great ‘fi llers’ for a completions shop, particularly 

when you remember that it is particularly diffi cult 

to ‘back-to-back’ completions, and no one wants 

the shop idle for weeks on end. 

“The success we have enjoyed and are 

enjoying at Comlux is very much down to the 

teamwork that drives this company. David 

Edinger, the CEO of Comlux America, our 

Indianapolis completions business, is a fantastic 

motivator and a great leader of  his team. My 

role is to make sure that learning fl ows between 

the teams and that everyone is doing their best,” 

Gaona concludes. 
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I have been in this business 
for 25 years and I have 

seen too many people who 
think that the completions 

business is easy money

Richard Gaona, President and CEO of Comlux Group
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EMTEQ CEO Jerry Jendusa explains 
how small can become big… quickly

 L
aunched some 17  years ago, in 1996, 

as the archetypical entrepreneurial 

venture from the founder Jerry Jen-

dusa’s basement, EMTEQ today aims 

to be a worldwide leader in the pro-

duction and supply of a broad range 

of innovative products, from aircraft interior and 

exterior lighting to avionics. The company em-

ploys more than 550 people and is located in 

a FAA PMA-approved 82,000 square foot facil-

ity in New Berlin, Wisconsin, has offi ces in Mi-

ramar, Florida; Great Falls, Montana; Winnipeg 

and Montreal, Canada; Taubaté and São José 

dos Campos, Brazil; and Bachenbülach, Switzer-

land. Its customers include airframe and avionics 

equipment OEMs, system integrators, modifi ca-

tion centres, engineering and leasing companies, 

and military subcontractors. Having started in 

product sales, the company has evolved into a 

comprehensive solutions provider, with a full 

range of design certifi cation and consulting ser-

vices, as well as a large product portfolio. 

So how did it all begin? The key to EMTEQ’s 

success, unquestionably, lies in the fact that 

Jendusa combines considerable business acumen 

with a fi ne eye for spotting opportunities for 

product development. Most businesses that go on 

to become successful larger companies start from 

very small beginnings, and EMTEQ is no exception. 

“I was quite clear that I wanted to start my own 

business. The initial idea I had was to focus on 

concepts that would save weight on aircraft, 

and that entailed fi nding or building products 

that would be lighter and would last longer than 

products they were replacing,” Jendusa recalls. 

This gave Jendusa the rudiments of a sound 

business plan, since every aircraft operator wants 

to maximise allowable take-off weight and that 

means being ruthless about paring down and 

removing unnecessary weight in every part of 

the aircraft while at the same time improving or 

at least maintaining approved safety standards. 

If you can go to an airframe manufacturer or an 

operator and show them that you can retrofi t a 

part, with approval, which will reduce weight and 

improve performance, you will get a hearing. If 

you can deliver signifi cantly on that promise, to a 

high standard, you will have a happy client and 

an enduring and profi table business relationship. 

On top of this, you also stand an excellent 

chance of moving from the retrofi t game to being 
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“Personally, and from a business standpoint, 

I am something of a visionary, with a fi nance 

and marketing background, and some technical 

familiarity. I started out with contacts within the 

aviation industry and with a fairly well developed 

understanding of some of the buying patterns 

of the OEMs, especially those dealing with 

business aircraft,” Jendusa says. His partners in 

the new venture were experienced with the FAA’s 

certifi cation processes, with military aircraft 

standards and with aeronautical and radio 

standards. Between them they understood lean 

manufacturing processes and the disciplines 

required to achieve part certifi cation. “One of my 

partners had some experience at Hughes Aircraft 

in California. I had been in sales and marketing 

with the Carlyle Group, but all this started in 

my basement with myself as the company’s fi rst 

employee,” Jendusa recalls. 

Every new start up, no matter how successful it 

ultimately becomes, is a stressful and demanding 

experience for the founders. EMTEQ’s experience 

was no different in this respect. “There is no doubt 

that starting a new business in this industry is 

hard work. You have to have a passion for aviation 

and a knowledge of aircraft, and you need to 

understand the buying patterns and habits in the 

industry. There are extreme barriers to market entry 

since for just about everyone starting out trying to 

sell into this sector, this is a high miss, low volume 

industry. You have to be able to deal with the FAA, 

with other government organisations, with issues 

of aircraft liability. It is very challenging to get 

a product successfully through the certifi cation 

process. However, the corollary of this is that 

the more challenging it is, the more potential 

there is for anyone who can navigate the process 

successfully. The larger the barriers to entry, the 

fewer the entrants, which means you have the 

There is no doubt that 
starting a new business 
in this industry is hard 

work. You have to have a 
passion for aviation and a 
knowledge of aircraft, and 

you need to understand the 
buying patterns and habits 

in the industry
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People who work with airplanes day and 

night know in depth and detail where they are 

experiencing pain, and where things could or 

should be different. If you are a new company 

trying to figure out a product strategy the place 

to start is by listening to industry professionals. 

“It is amazing what you can achieve in this 

industry if you are prepared to listen to what 

people say they need and then act decisively 

on what you hear,” Jendusa says. During a 

chance conversation with an operator the 

man complained about the fluorescent bulbs 

that were then standard in business jets and 

commercial aircraft. They failed and spares were 

bulky and not always on hand. They were a 

potential fire hazard. They could be the source 

of system outages if they shorted out. There was 

very little that was good about them. 

“I knew nothing about aircraft lighting so the 

first thing I did was to go and hire a man who 

had a PhD in optics. I said to him: go and find me 

opportunity to build a very successful business 

once you are in,” Jendusa comments. 

The initial funding for the business came 

from family and friends, and from the partners 

themselves. “There are many ways of starting a 

new business, but we did it the hard way, by not 

taking a salary for a year and a half and through 

funding from our own circle. We never went 

anywhere near private equity. Then, as you build 

up your own sales and equity in the business you 

reach the point where you can get a loan backed 

by the Small Business Authority (SBA), which is 

where the government backs the loan from the 

bank, standing guarantor to the bank if your 

business fails. That note releases bank funding 

and gives you essential working capital. There 

are a lot of caveats in an SBA-backed loan and 

as a business you want to get rid of that as soon 

as possible. Today, across all our sites, we have 

over 550 employees but we are still a privately 

held company.

an alternative to fluorescent tubes in aircraft.  He 

already knew about research and commercialisation 

projects with light emitting diode (LED) solid state 

lighting. We went to work to create interior lighting 

products utilising LED technology and that was a 

tremendous success for us,” he recollects. The LED 

replacement technology fulfilled all Jendusa’s 

criteria. It was lighter than the fluorescent tubes 

it was replacing. It lasted longer and it was both 

much more versatile and looked a lot better, giving 

designers working to create custom interiors a great 

deal more flexibility to be creative with lighting. 

In developing new offices, EMTEQ has 

been careful to choose locations that are very 

conveniently situated for the various big airframe 

OEMs. “We have locations near Bombardier, for 

example, in Wisconsin, and near Embraer in 

Brazil. We acquired a team in Switzerland that 

has an excellent portfolio of external lighting 

products, and more recently a team in Canada 

to help support Transport Canada. We have 
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and services.developed our European location substantially. 

It is now our European sales, service and support 

warranty centre, carrying out repairs for our 

entire product line. The key here is international 

support. Having a base in Europe with a seven-

hour time differential from the US mid-west, 

and within driving distance of some of the 

major completions centres in Europe, has been 

fantastic for us,” Jendusa notes. 

He points out that from lighting and 

avionics, EMTEQ built on its expertise with 

part certifi cation to provide consultancy and 

certifi cation services to completion centres 

wherever its products are being used. “We do 

not do interior fi t-outs and design ourselves. 

Instead we provide the whole support package 

to the completions centre, up to and including 

ground and fl ight testing, all of which 

complements the completions centre’s skill 

sets and helps to embed the product into the 

airplane. You have to understand hardware and 

software certifi cation and the supplemental type 

certifi cate (STC) process to do this successfully 

and our completions centre clients look to us to 

support them in this,” he adds.

Business aviation now represents around 

50% of EMTEQ’s revenue base, with military 

and commercial work making up the balance. 

“I think the outlook for business aviation is very 

strong. We are of course nowhere near the run 

rates of new aircraft sales that characterised 

2007, but I think the days where the industry 

suffered a continuing contraction in both aircraft 

numbers and usage are behind us. The industry 

has a spate of new launches planned, from the 

very light jets, such as the new Honda aircraft to 

the mid-range sector with the Lear 85 and the 

Gulfstream 650, and beyond that to the Global 

7000 and 8000. The industry has stabilised 

and those players who have stayed the course 

are going to be even stronger. There are exciting 

times ahead,” he concludes.

We do not do interior fi t-outs and design 
ourselves. Instead we provide the whole 

support package to the completions centre, up 
to and including ground and fl ight testing
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With a choice of fi ve separate FBOs at New York’s business aviation airport, Teterboro, there is no 
doubt that jet owners and operators fl ying into New York are spoilt for choice. With so many FBOs 
in close proximity, customers can feel certain that each FBO operator will be doing their utmost to 
retain their business as a client. By Anthony Harrington

 W
hen all it takes is a phone call and a short walk across 

the apron to change FBO suppliers, you know that 

each FBO is going to be polishing its merit badges for 

extraordinary levels of service just as hard as it can. 

So it is no surprise that Ken Forester, CEO of Meridian, 

reckons that the whole company is hugely proud of 

the fact that its FBO at Teterboro was awarded the #1 spot as the Best US 

FBO in the Pilot’s Choice Survey on FltPlan.com for the third year in a row. 

Teterboro Airport itself is just 10 miles from mid-town Manhattan and is the 

oldest operating airport in the New York and New Jersey metropolitan area, 

having commenced operations in 1919. 

Meridian has a tremendous asset in Betsy Wines, VP Customer Service & 

Human Resources,  who consistently tops the ‘best in customer service’ honours 

from Pro Pilot magazine. “This is not a business that forgives mistakes lightly. 

Our customers rightly expect the highest standards at all times and the fact that 

Betsy has won the Pro Pilot award for the best customer relations employee 14 

out of the last 15 years is testimony both to the extraordinary skills she brings 

to the task and to the dedication of our team,” Forester says. He points out that 

Betsy’s colleague, Victor Seda, is also consistently placed in the survey’s ranking 

of the top six CSR employees in the country. 

Meridian came out of the Million Air FBO franchise in 2006, having fi rst 

joined the franchise in 1986. “We had 20 tremendous years with 

Million Air, and we learned a vast amount about the business 

through the Million Air community. However, we had 

We had a growing MRO 
capability, so the time came, 
in 2006, when we decided to 
make the break and to invest 

in our own purpose-built 
terminal here at Teterboro

#1 
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Ken Forester, 
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Finavia Business Flight Center
Terminal Address: Liikelentotie 8, 01530 Vantaa
Tel. +358 20 708 2780, Mobile +358 40 722 0834
Fax +358 20 708 2799, business.efhk@finavia.fi

Excellent location 
for technical stops and crew changes

Helsinki Airport Business Flight Center offers high quality services for 
private airlines and operators. We are spe cialized in business jet operations  
and our 24hrs service guarantees a quick response to all handling requests.

BUSINESS FLIGHT CENTER
FBO

www.bfcenter.fi

• FBO services provided 24 hrs
• Arrival and departure slot bookings
• Hangar arrangements
• Crew lounge  
• Passenger lounge

• NEW! Duty Free shop 24 hrs
• VIP lounge
• Hotel and transportation    
 reservations

developed a strong charter business while we were 

with Million Air which we ran under the Meridian 

brand, and we had a growing MRO capability, 

so the time came, in 2006, when we decided to 

make the break and to invest in our own purpose-

built terminal here at Teterboro,” Forester says. 

Establishing its own FBO allowed the company 

to pull all four of its operations, namely FBO 

services, charter, aircraft operations management 

and MRO, all together under the one brand. “It 

was quite a big leap for us, but we had just put 

in a new 30,000 square foot terminal building 

and apron and we had very well established 

relationships with customers, so we felt pretty 

confi dent that the time was right,” he says.  

Meridian operates 21 aircraft, two of which are 

wholly owned by Meridian and form the core of 

its charter fl eet, while the other 19 are owned by 

corporations and high net worth individuals. “We 

operate and manage the airplanes for them and 

all but two of these form part of our charter fl eet 

when not in use by the owner,” Forester says. The 

majority of the planes are large cabin, long-range 

aircraft and include fi ve Gulfstream 4s and 4SPs, a 

Falcon 900, a Falcon 2000 and a G200. There are 

also four Hawker 800s, two Citation XLSs, plus the 

only small jet in the portfolio, a Mustang. The bulk 

of the fl ying is East Coast of the US to Europe and 

the Middle East, along with some regional travel 

in the US. “But we go all over the world. Clients 
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aircraft, a Citation XLS, at Hayward Airport. So 

would Forester contemplate opening up FBOs 

elsewhere in the world? Meridian is forever on the 

lookout for opportunities for growth, he says, but 

the company has always prioritised sustainable 

organic growth as the best way forward. “We’re 

looking for carefully managed growth so that there 

is no chance of us disappointing our customers 

through getting overstretched,” he adds. Forester 

and the Meridian team have visited many other 

FBOs across the US and in Asia and Europe 

and have garnered the best ideas in design and 

operational procedures from what they have seen 

around the world. “We blended these together 

with what pilots and passengers are looking for 

from an FBO and we think we have come up with 

a very exceptional facility,” he comments.

travel to Latin America or the Caribbean, or to 

Asia. We feel that we have to do everything on a 

world-class basis here at Teterboro because we are 

competing against the extremely high standards 

of service our clients experience in the best hotels 

around the world. When clients come to Meridian 

Teterboro, they expect to be in a very professional 

facility that takes care of every need they have. The 

only way you can be in this business and thrive is 

by paying absolute attention to detail. You have to 

target perfection all the time,” he adds.

Aircraft are complex pieces of equipment 

and occasionally, with the best will in the world, 

something will delay a flight. However, by being 

absolutely thorough with maintenance procedures 

and knowing the planes well, problems can usually 

be anticipated and handled in a way that makes 

for the least disruption for the customer. “We jump 

into high gear when something happens and we 

will find ways of dealing with it. The solution may 

be to bring in an alternative aircraft, or, if weather 

is the issue, we look to see if we can reposition 

the plane in a better weather zone ahead of time,” 

he comments. Forester adds: “There can be a lot 

of unanticipated issues in this industry but from 

the time the customer gets here to the time they 

walk off the plane, everything should be seamless. 

We are not going to drop the ball and forget 

something that they asked us to do and indeed, 

we try to anticipate things that maybe they didn’t 

ask us to do.”

Meridian has only recently opened up on 

the West Coast to supplement its East Coast 

operations. It now has two sales offices in 

California and has positioned one of its charter 

One of the keys to success in this business is 

staff longevity. Having staff who have been with 

the company for many years and who are familiar 

with and comfortable with the high levels of 

service required, is an invaluable strength. “Our 

FBO President, Steve Chandoha, has been here 

since 1988, and our charter business President, 

Dennis O’Connell, has been with Meridian since 

1984. And our accounting department Vice 

President, Aida Libiran, has been here since 1985, 

so we have a tremendous base of knowledge 

to draw on,” he comments. The importance of 

keeping good staff and having everyone feel that 

this is a great place to work is hard to overestimate. 

“Keeping good people, and this goes from 

customer representatives through to professional 

mechanics in the MRO, is vital to retaining the 

culture of the enterprise and in getting everyone 

working as a team,” Forester explains. 

The same loyalty has been shown by many 

of the company’s customers. “We began life as a 

business as a little flight school and doing some 

work on piston engines and some of our mid-size 

and larger cabin customers today are people who 

began their flying careers with us back then, flying 

Piper Saratogas and Cessna 182s,” he says.

Forester is optimistic about the future for 

business aviation, despite the wave of anti-

aviation feeling that swept through the US media 

after the auto industry CEOs made the ‘mistake’ 

of flying their corporate jets to Congress to ask for 

a taxpayer-funded bailout. “That error is behind us 

now. President Obama really does get that flying 
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is important and that the industry is responsible 

for a very large number of jobs around the world. 

Time is the only commodity that you cannot get 

back again and business jets give executives and 

VIPs the chance to be more productive and to 

reach places more rapidly than they could with 

commercial airlines – and very often it helps them 

to go where the commercial airlines don’t fi nd it 

worth their while to fl y,” he says. 

Part of the optimism that so many in the 

sector feel, in the wake of the lean times following 

the global crash of 2008, has to do with the rise 

of business aviation in the emerging markets 

of India, China and Asia generally. “One of the 

reasons why we are focusing on the San Francisco 

Bay area with our new West Coast offi ces is 

that we see it as the potential gateway to Asia. 

However, there is a great deal of business to be 

had right here in the US, so we won’t be rushing 

into any Asia-related moves. There will be an 

opportune time for us to do it, in all probability, 

but we certainly will not be joining the general 

throng headed for Asia. The US still has a great 

deal to offer,” he concludes.

We are not going to drop the ball and 
forget something that the customer asked us 
to do and indeed, we try to anticipate things 

that maybe they didn’t ask us to do

Satcom1 delivers simple and secure inflight connectivity 
to the most sophisticated aircraft flying today.

Our solutions ensure that airborne satellite 
communication is simple, innovative and secure. 

From Complete Airtime Services and Airborne Network 
Desing to Inflight Software Solutions and Advisory 
Services, trust the professionals at Satcom1 - Satellite 
Communication Experts At Any Level!

In-flight communication to the 
Head-of-state and VIP’s of the world
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Q&A:  DAN KOMNENOVICH

Interview with Dan Komnenovich, President and CEO of Aviall

Q: Your present 500,000 square foot distribu-

tion centre is very impressive. What was the 

set-up prior to this? Did you have multiple dis-

tribution depots based around, say, part types? 

A: Aviall moved into the current facility in 

November 2001 from two smaller warehouses 

about 10 miles away. The move was made 

to increase Aviall’s warehouse capacity and 

modernise warehouse operations to better 

service the aviation sector. The current facility 

was originally built with about 200,000 square 

feet of warehouse space, but was eventually 

expanded to about 500,000 square feet in 

2007 to accommodate Aviall’s rapidly growing 

business. Aviall operates 40 sites globally 

to enable forward stocking of products for 

customers in various geographic regions. To date, 

we have not established separate distribution 

locations for different product categories, 

although that is a possibility in the future as our 

business continues to diversify.

Q: How did you build up such a large-scale 

business providing parts from such a wide 

range of suppliers? Is the range itself key to 

your success, in that an MRO can view you as 

a one-stop source for a large percentage of 

their parts requirements? 

A: Many OEM suppliers have their own 

distribution capabilities, particularly to support 

the military and commercial airline aftermarket 

segments. To an extent, the existence of in-house 

distribution is a legacy of many years of simply 

having to support the aftermarket with spare 

parts. Most OEMs primarily invest their capital 

and efforts into winning positions on production 

aircraft. Some OEMs fi nd it challenging to 

deploy a large sales and service infrastructure 

for aftermarket support, particularly on 

legacy product lines, leaving portions of the 

aftermarket open to competition. Competition 

in the aftermarket can be fi erce from other 

parts manufacturer approval (PMA) holders, 

surplus and serviceable material and repairs 

not supported by the OEM, among other things, 

resulting in lower market share. 

Aviall’s business is aftermarket distribution. 

Aviall has the technology, infrastructure, proven 

processes and skilled personnel, not to mention 

scale and presence, to consistently provide a 

very high service level to aftermarket customers 

around the world. Many OEMs recognise that 

Aviall offers a low-cost channel to world-class 

distribution support that will enable them to 

recapture lost market share and retain or expand 

existing market share. In addition, Aviall offers 

the important benefi ts of scheduled demand and 

working capital relief, two critical goals of most 

manufacturers. Many manufacturers using Aviall 

are able to quickly redeploy working capital and 

personnel to more productive purposes.

Q: In many ways Aviall’s business strikes me as 

a typical depot type challenge rather than a 

specifi c aviation-related challenge. The key to 

your being ‘needed’ by the industry, doubtless, 

is that having an aircraft on the ground (AOG) 

waiting for repairs/maintenance etc to com-

plete is bad news for everyone, so speed is an 

essential supply quality, as is accuracy (wrong 

part = more delay); also I imagine that some 

jobs will require parts from multiple suppliers 

(kits being made up, etc) so there is scope for 

plenty of value add from your side. 

A: While many of the challenges and 

opportunities faced by Aviall are common to 

other industries, there are many factors unique 

to aerospace. Speed is critical because, if for 

no other reason, a single aircraft is a massively 

expensive asset and must be in service as much 

as possible. Compared to other industries, 

aerospace parts are relatively expensive while the 

demand for any particular part is relatively small, 

thus component manufacturing often has long 

lead times and small production lots. Basically, 

it’s diffi cult to attain a high level of production 

effi ciency for most aerospace products. 

Aircraft operators and MROs are usually 

unable to commit large amounts of working 

capital on spares inventory, nor do they always 

have access to sophisticated demand forecasting 

tools. It is challenging for OEMs to predict 

aftermarket demand with suffi cient accuracy 

to ensure they have the right product available 

when it is needed. Most needs are urgent and 

if the part is not available, production lead time 

can result in a painful delay. 

Aviall’s proven ability to forecast demand and 

fulfi l orders on a timely basis, typically the same 

day the order is placed, is of enormous value to 

customers. Our company name Aviall implies it 

— availability of parts is critical and is a major 

differentiator for us. 

Q: Coming back to the depot challenge, one 

of the biggest problems for a distributor is 

slow-to-no moving goods, sitting on the shelf 

consuming space and tying up working capi-

tal. A retailer like Wal-Mart has direct feedback 

from its stores as to which lines are selling and 

which are not, and is free to dump lines and 

change lines. However, if you are supporting 

a large network of MROs servicing a wide va-

riety of aircraft, part of your appeal – as your 

advertising makes clear – then you have to 

keep a massively wide range of parts, some of 

which may move only very occasionally. How 

do you solve that problem? Or is it in fact not a 

problem because there are a suffi cient number 

of fast-moving, high-value parts to carry the 

weight of a range of slower moving parts? 

A: Managing slow-moving inventory is an 

ongoing challenge. It is the nature of distribution 

that you should have both fast- and slow-moving 

products in order to provide complete support 

of a product line. Customers do not necessarily 

distinguish parts into fast- and slow-moving 

Q&A:
Aviall
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categories, particularly if the need is urgent. 

They don’t have visibility to the demand to make 

such a distinction — they just need what they 

need. If a supplier only stocks the fast-moving 

parts, customers will be routinely disappointed 

when they do need slower moving parts and will 

become less loyal as a result. 

We work to achieve an acceptable balance in 

our stock levels through a number of systematic 

and tactical activities. First of all, we work hard 

to constantly improve our forecasting processes. 

Our scale, both in the number of customers and 

variety of products, mitigates the issue to a degree 

because we have excellent visibility to upcoming 

changes that could impact the viability of 

inventory which allows us to adjust our forecasts 

up or down as needed. What might be a slow-

moving part to a small regional supplier, could be 

a pretty fast-moving item for Aviall. We also have a 

laser focus on our at-risk inventory and constantly 

look for opportunities to reduce our exposure. 

Ultimately, we recognise that inventory is at the 

core of our business, so we focus on ensuring it is 

as accurately forecasted as possible.

Q: There is an enormous knowledge base that 

is required to understand what is needed to 

support each aircraft type. How do you go 

about a) obtaining that knowledge for new 

models, ie the G7000 and Lear 85 that are as 

yet not in service but coming down the track, 

and b) keeping it fresh and relevant?

A: It is not as difficult as you might imagine. 

As a distributor, we tend to be more oriented 

towards supporting each range of products than 

simply focusing on specific airplane models. We 

work closely with our suppliers to anticipate 

initial and eventual ramp-up of demand for new 

aircraft fleets, but that process is usually spread 

out over a long period of time, allowing us to stay 

ahead of it. The bigger challenge is anticipating 

and preparing for service bulletins on in-service 

aircraft. Similarly, as aircraft are taken out of 

service, we have to be very conscientious to 

gradually wind down our forecasts. That requires 

a high level of coordination and trust between 

Aviall and its suppliers.

Q: What is the approach to containing the limit 

of possible parts that you will hold within a 

manageable range?

A: As noted above, our forecasting 

methodology is critical to our success. The 

forecast is a living, constantly changing thing 

and we adjust our orders with our suppliers 

(typically only beyond normal lead time) to cope 

with expected changes in demand for each part. 

Beyond that, there really is not a limit to the 

number of parts or inventory investment we will 

make to support our forecast.

Q: Do you use asset-based lending as a way of 

freeing up working capital tied up in your huge 

inventory? $1.2 billion worth of inventory is 

a lot of capital to tie up and would generate 

some severe cost of capital penalties if you did 

not free up some of it? 

A: Our working capital is ultimately backed 

and supported by our parent company, Boeing. 

We work with Boeing and our suppliers to support 

various financial mechanisms in some cases, but 

generally speaking, we pay for inventory as we 

receive it.

Q: Tell us something about the high-tech ap-

proach you take to running the distribution 

system. After all, a part misplaced is a part 

lost in a warehouse of that size. Also you 

clearly have your 1,400 staff extremely well 

organised and motivated? 

A: Our primary capital investment for the 

past dozen years or more has been in technology, 

which goes well beyond computer hardware 

and software. We invest heavily in process 

design, continuous improvement, training 

and collaboration to make our ‘system’ work 

effectively. Naturally, errors do occur. We have 

a variety of metrics and programs in place to 

identify the root cause of errors so that changes 

can be made. In the example of a lost part, we 

have good procedures in place to minimise the 

potential of a part being misplaced, along with 

checks and balances (such as cycle counts) to 

locate it when it happens. 

Our employee base is a great asset. None 

of our systems or facilities would be productive 

without our dedicated team. We work diligently 

to hire good people, to train and manage them 

well, to compensate them fairly and develop 

them in the business. We work hard to sustain 

our collaborative, can-do culture across a growing 

global organisation. Currently, we are increasing 

our use of technology to improve internal 

communication and information sharing.

Q: Finally, to what extent are Aviall’s fortunes 

bound up with the fortunes of the aviation 

market generally? Are you relatively protected 

from peaks and troughs in the industry (since 

maintenance is a regulated activity and goes 

on regardless), or do you have to keep a careful 

eye on statistics like numbers of aircraft sold 

and hours flown? 

A: Our business is entirely aerospace-related, 

with the possible exception of some future 

military opportunities. We have to cope with 

the factors that affect the industry, although 

some of the factors affect Aviall differently 

than other industry leaders. For example, the 

downturn in new business jet sales a few years 

ago did not significantly affect Aviall’s sales 

because our sales are linked to maintenance 

of operating aircraft. New aircraft don’t require 

much maintenance initially, so the impact of 

increases or decreases in aircraft deliveries is 

muted. Over time, the composition, size and 

activity level of the fleet have a great impact 

on our business.

We do monitor fleets, operating metrics, and 

other economic factors such as jet fuel prices, 

GDP and others. When combined, these data 

serve as leading indicators that help us predict 

opportunities and challenges that might be on 

the horizon. 
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 T
he global aircraft charter 

specialist, Air Charter Service, 

which has some 17 offi ces 

around the world, recently 

appointed Azat Mulgimov, 

formerly Commercial Director 

and main board member at the Russian 

cargo charter airline, Aviacon Zitotrans, as 

General Director of its Moscow offi ce. EVA 

International spoke to Mulgimov about the 

current state of the Russian charter market 

and ACS’s plans for the region.

Q: What is your view of the Russian charter 

market?

A: We are seeing growth in the market now. 

We opened our Kazakhstan offi ce in November 

last year and we are moving to new offi ces in 

Moscow and hiring more brokers in order to take 

advantage of what we see as a growth market. 

We currently have a staff of almost 30 in our 

Moscow offi ce, which makes us the biggest 

charter broker in Moscow, and if you take into 

account our other two Russian offi ces, that 

makes ACS the biggest charter broker in Russia 

as a whole. ACS has enjoyed tremendous growth 

since the company opened its fi rst offi ce in 

Russia in 1995, mainly to go after the cargo 

charter market. 

At that time there were just three 

charter brokers in our Moscow offi ce, 

by comparison with our present team 

of 30. There are four brokers in our 

Kazakhstan offi ce. We opened that 

offi ce because we were seeing a lot 

of demand from the oil and gas 

interests and mining companies 

in Kazakhstan and it seemed 

the right time to put an offi ce 

in on the ground. Things are 

going well and we expect to expand that offi ce 

over the next few years. 

Q. What do you do to market ACS in Russia? 

How do you reach your potential client base? 

A: We use sophisticated on-line marketing, 

and we do mass mailings to potential customers. 

We have one of the biggest customer databases 

in the world and this is constantly evolving. Every 

single broker in ACS worldwide works off that da-

tabase and it gives us a tremendous reach and 

impact. Over the last year, for example, we added 

more than 1,500 customers to our global data-

base. One of the brokers’ main tasks is to keep 

the customer relationship vigor-

ous. Our brokers do a lot of 

fl ying on various execu-

tive jets so they have a 

very good feel for the 

interiors and the expe-

rience offered by the 

various aircraft and 

can match these to 

the client’s expecta-

tions. This, plus the 

broker’s detailed 

knowledge of the client, helps to speed up the 

process of meeting the client’s request and gen-

erating a very positive client experience. 

We also make sure that we keep our 

relationships with aircraft operators at a 

very high level, and we strive to keep those 

relationships as good as the relationships we 

enjoy with our customers. The operators are 

our suppliers and they are part of the key to us 

providing an excellent service for our clients. 

Our operator database gives us access to more 

than 50,000 aircraft worldwide. Operators know 

that we are one of the two largest brokers in 

the world, so they too work hard to keep in 

constant contact with us, particularly on 

issues such as empty legs, where aircraft 

are being returned to their home base, 

so that we can offer clients great 

discounts if they are in a position to 

utilise those aircraft. 

According to our estimates the 

business aviation market in 2013 is 

growing at something approaching 

5% to 7% year on year, but we are 

growing far faster than that. Globally 

over the last few years we have grown 

Q&A:
Air Charter Service 

Interview with Azat Mulgimov, General 
Director, Moscow, Air Charter Service 
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market share by 15% year on year. We grew even 

through the recession. We have a pretty good 

business model and it seems to be working!

Q: Do you have a preferred set of operators 

that you use to source charter aircraft?

A: We are based in Moscow itself, at 

Vnukovo-3, the number one airport in Russia, 

and most of our charter fl ights come into and 

go out of there. We use all the major operators 

in the Russian/European market, with almost 

100 fl ights a month spread amongst 10 or 12 

operators, many of whom have their own aircraft 

as well as acting as the operations manager for 

owners. This is almost exclusively a mid to large-

cabin market, ranging from Citations to Hawker 

700s or 850s or Challengers, for relatively small 

groups of under 20 passengers. For groups 

of over 20 passengers we have a commercial 

charter arm and all such requests are handled by 

our commercial team. 

Q. Is the grey market much of a threat to ACS?

A: The grey market is a real headache for 

all brokers, however you defi ne it. There are far 

too many private jets that are utilised by owners 

to generate income without an Air Operators 

Certifi cate (AOC), which means that none of the 

safeguards demanded by the authorities are in 

place. Specifi cally an AOC requires the operator 

to have a quality system which ensures that all 

the applicable regulations are followed, that 

there are acceptable systems for the training 

of crew, that there are key accountable staff 

responsible for specifi c safety-critical functions 

around training, maintenance and operations, 

and that the operator has up-to-date Carriers 

Liability Insurance, to cover any claims arising 

from the death of or injury to passengers. It is 

very diffi cult to catch illegal operators and as a 

charter company we quite frequently get offered 

aircraft that are on the grey market and as soon 

as we see that it fails our stringent due diligence 

checks, which establish that it has insurance 

coverage and that it is a legitimate charter 

aircraft, we reject the offer. We have to maintain 

and provide full documentation on every aircraft 

that we charter, and these due diligence checks 

are a protection both to ourselves as ACS, and 

to our customers, and enable us to ensure that 

we never fall into the trap of getting involved 

in a grey charter accidentally. We are probably 

one of the only brokers in Europe with a full-time 

compliance team and every ACS offi ce around 

the world has access to this team. Every single 

aircraft, passenger and cargo, is checked by the 

compliance team.

Q: What are the main destinations for charter 

fl ights out of Moscow?

A: We see a lot of fl ights during the winter ski 

season to the big ski resorts, but also regularly 

to Dubai and other Middle East destinations 

and to the major European airports. Mostly the 

travel is leisure travel rather than business on 

these routes, with the exception of the Middle 

East. In summer much of the traffi c is to Europe 

and Italy in particular. South East Asia and the 

Middle East are also frequent destinations. We 

do a lot of charter work for the big corporates, 

with a strong demand for group charters. 

Q. Being based at Vnukovo-3, you obviously 

have continual competition from the major 

scheduled airlines. What does charter offer 

that commercial can’t? 

A:  There are a great many advantages to 

our service by comparison with commercial 

airlines. These include all the usual things, such 

as the ability to travel to any airport at any time 

of the day, including a very large number of 

airports that are not on commercial routes. All 

of our customers are assigned a personal broker 

that looks after them on a 24x7 basis. We can 

provide all the usual luxuries, including catering, 

limousine travel and so on, and of course we 

provide a much higher level of personal service 

than you will get from a commercial airline. 

Q: One of the problems for the broker market 

is that there are few barriers to new compa-

nies entering the market. Unlike an aircraft 

operator you do not need an AOC to be a bro-

ker so anyone can set up shop. Is that an issue 

for you?

A: Very much so. Unfortunately, so-called 

“bedroom brokers”, people operating out of a 

spare bedroom, say, are a plague. They have the 

ability to do the whole charter market a great 

deal of harm by providing a very shoddy service. 

As to competition, that is not a particular concern. 

They can take away one or two customers by 

offering really cut price rates, which they can 

do since they have none of the overheads of a 

proper broking operation, but with our global 

experience, our compliance team and our 

attention to detail, there is so much more we 

can offer. Plus we have the fi nancial backing of 

a large corporation, which is something no one 

man band can offer. Some 90% of charters have 

to be paid for by the customer up front and you 

are trusting the broker with your money until they 

pay the operator. With a one person band, there 

is no protection for the client if the broker goes 

insolvent, and that is a real diffi culty for people 

trying to benefi t from cut price charter fl ights 

through fl y-by-night brokers. The other danger of 

course is that without a strong compliance team 

the client could be involved in a grey charter 

without knowing it. 

At the same time as a top quality broker 

we are more likely to be able to get the client 

favourable rates if any are going, and with our 

global network of offi ces we can utilise empty 

legs between offi ces, and that is a very large 

benefi t that comes from having offi ces around 

the world. When we sell a one-way charter we 

always look to see if we can sell the aircraft back 

again. We have a dedicated web site for our 

empty legs which is updated all the time, and 

most of our customers will subscribe to this. 

We can provide all the usual 
luxuries, including catering, 

limousine travel and so on, 
and of course we provide a 

much higher level of personal 
service than you will get from 

a commercial airline
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Financing
business jets

Interview with Chris Miller, Guggenheim Partners

 F
inancing executive jets is very much 

a specialist operation and banks or 

funds that target the executive jet 

market have to have the dedicated re-

sources that will enable them to build 

up the depth of knowledge that they 

will need to lend successfully into this many facet-

ed and diffi cult market. The attraction for funders 

is that this is by defi nition a market comprising 

either high net worth individuals or the more suc-

cessful corporations, but it is also a market where 

the value of the product on offer can vary hugely 

depending on where we are in the economic cycle. 

So calculating residual values, which is a staple 

part of any asset-based lending operation, is a 

highly complex matter. 

Chris Miller, Managing Director of  Guggen-

heim Partners, Business Aircraft Investments 

group, which specialises in fi nancing the ac-

quisition of medium-cabin-sized executive jets 

talked to E&VAI about his approach. At the time 

of going to press, Miller was scheduled to be 

one of the speakers at the business jets fi nanc-

ing conference being organised by the Lagos 

FBO Evergreen Apple, for 7 May, at the Lagos 

Wheatbaker Hotel (see the article that begins 

on page 62). “We do almost all of our lending 

outside the US, which means that Africa and 

other emerging markets are of particular inter-

est to us,” Miller comments, explaining his inter-

est in participating at the event. 

“We are an asset-based lender and base 

the decision on whether or not to lend as 

much or more on the value of the asset than 

exclusively or wholly on the creditworthiness 
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We try to gauge their character and to see how 

they are viewed as individuals in their region, 

as well as trying to verify that they are wealthy 

enough and have access to a sufficient flow of 

cash to enable them to meet their financing 

costs,” he comments. 

Inevitably, when you deal with emerging 

markets the twin issues of corruption and 

money-laundering raise their heads. However, 

Miller points out that it is something of a 

false dichotomy, not to mention a hypocrisy, to 

point solely at emerging markets as a source 

of corruption. Advanced markets have more 

than their share of fraudulent and criminal 

activities and if the last crash showed anything, 

it showed that the likes of Bernie Madoff with 

his $65 billion fraudulent ‘Ponzi’ scheme are 

able to perpetrate frauds in the West on a scale 

that dwarfs most emerging market fraud. “In 

the US, our corruption is just masked and we 

are largely blind to it. But we see it very clearly 

in emerging markets where it is more blatant 

of the individual concerned.” This has helped it 

build up a successful loan book of customers 

outside the US. “There are many reasons why 

an individual may not be in a position to fulfil 

all the traditional requirements of mainstream 

bank lending,” Miller points out. A common 

reason among many emerging market clients 

is that the individual has a range of holdings 

in a variety of private businesses that may not 

have audited accounts. The absence of an audit 

certificate and a published set of accounts 

makes it extremely difficult for traditional 

lenders to fulfil their usual due diligence 

requirements to agree a multi-million pound 

loan to such an individual. 

“This absence of published, audited 

accounts to verify the individual’s wealth 

creates an opportunity for us since we use 

external agencies to research the individuals, to 

establish their bona fides and to enable us to 

be comfortable that they are the sort of people 

that we would feel relaxed doing business with. 

and less opaque. Frequently Ultra High Net 

Worth Individuals in emerging markets have 

something in their past that may cause concern 

to any lender, but we try to find out as much 

as we can about our potential clients, while 

focusing on the asset as the real source of our 

collateral,” he remarks. 

The amount Guggenheim will lend depends 

critically on how marketable the jet itself is. 

For newer and more marketable aircraft the 

advance could be as high as 80%. However, a 

completely new aircraft type, by definition, has 

no pre-owned track record for the loan manager 

to fall back on. This would cause the amount 

advanced to fall. Similarly, where an aircraft 

type has a long history of sitting for 250-plus 

days or more in the pre-owned market before 

selling, that too would reduce the advance 

down.  For every jet we have to think about how 

long it would take after a borrower defaults 

for us to repossesses and then remarket the 

aircraft, “ Miller says. 

www.flight-assist.com
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and taking the longer term view. Just about 

every bank outside of India would be highly 

reluctant to lend against an Indian-registered 

business aircraft. “It is not that India is lawless, 

it is simply that it can take years to get through 

the Indian Courts to get a ruling. This again is 

why Guggenheim values its relationships with 

emerging market-based operators. They are the 

experts in dealing with offi cial bureaucracy and 

know how to operate aircraft in those markets.”

One of the features of a Guggenheim loan 

is that the lender reserves the right to mark-the-

aircraft-to-market continuously. So if the loan 

is taken out in a boom period and demand 

and values then take a dive, it can demand 

an accelerated pay-down of the principal to 

keep the loan-to-value ratio at acceptable 

proportions. “This is a good feature, but if the 

loan-to-value ratio deteriorates too quickly, 

then the borrower may just walk away from the 

aircraft. So you have to monitor the pre-owned 

market very closely as a lender,” Miller says. He 

points out that if Guggenheim felt that values 

in the market are deteriorating badly then it 

would signifi cantly lower our advance amounts 

or refrain from lending until things stabilised 

and would manage their portfolio the way a 

There is also a minimum level of lending 

that makes sense. The base costs to the lender 

for doing the deal do not scale with the size 

of the deal. The legal fees for repossession, for 

example, are pretty much the same whether the 

jet concerned is a VLJ or a much more expensive 

Gulfstream. “If you go about giving loans on $4 

million aircraft you have very little cushion. We 

do limited recourse lending, which means that 

the client can give the jet back to us at any point. 

The primary recourse that Guggenheim has is the 

client’s commitment to maintain the jet in very 

good order. 

“As part of any deal we do, we require an 

independent third party to manage the jet, not 

just the owner and his/her pilot, and we enter 

into an agreement with the aircraft manager. If 

the client defaults on payment, then the aircraft 

manager undertakes to take possession of the 

jet and deliver it to us at a location that we 

specify,” Miller notes.

The one real risk that a lender has to keep 

in mind when advancing funds to clients in 

emerging markets is the risk that the asset itself 

will be impounded by local government or tax 

authorities who are targeting the individual, 

and who simply do not care about the fi nance 

house’s prior claim to the plane. Brazil outlined 

this risk in spades when it impounded some 

22 foreign-registered jets on the ground at 

Brazilian FBOs last May, over a dispute involving 

alleged non-payment of import taxes. “India 

and Brazil are special cases here. Governments 

in both countries have a tendency to see 

business aviation as a potential source of tax 

revenue, instead of seeing it as a jobs creator 

private equity house might in a downturn. 

One of the early warning signs of an 

impending crash is a sharp increase in 

speculative buying of aircraft, which, as yet, 

is not happening. In 2006 and 2007, before 

the crash, a large percentage of every OEM’s 

orders pipeline comprised speculative buying 

where the “owner” never had any intention of 

taking possession of the aircraft but was simply 

positioning themselves to ‘fl ip’ the contract 

for a profi t in next to no time. “I knew of one 

speculator in 2006 who purchased an order 

position for an Ultra Long Range Aircraft and 

sold that order contract three months later to 

another speculator for a profi t of about $3 

million. That Speculator in turn sold the aircraft 

upon delivery 12 months  later for a profi t of 

nearly $12 million. The client knew he was 

over-paying but the delivery delay to order one 

directly from the manufacturer was so long by 

then that he didn’t care. When the crash came 

the value of that Ultra Long Range Aircraft fell 

by about 45%. That’s what happens in boom 

times. Middlemen should not be making $12 

million and more by fl ipping a jet under normal 

market conditions. That is a sign signifi cant 

market correction is looming,” Miller notes. 

Thankfully, that is not the state of affairs 

that we are seeing today. The speculators in 

Miller’s story would have done well if they 

had taken their profit and retired gracefully, 

but they got themselves more and more over-

extended on further speculative buys and 

their businesses crashed without trace when 

the market for new jets vanished as the global 

financial crash took hold.

In the US our corruption 
is just masked and we are 

largely blind to it. But we see 
it very clearly in emerging 

markets where it is more 
blatant and less opaque
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INTERVIEW: EVERGREEN APPLE NIGERIA 

 O
n 7 May, shortly after E&VAI 

went to press, Evergreen 

Apple Nigeria (EAN), the 

premier FBO in Nigeria, 

was due to hold a ground-

breaking one-day conference, 

The Emerging Market in Business Aviation, with 

an emphasis on fi nancing the acquisition of 

business jets. The event is being held at The 

Wheatbaker, one of the fi nest boutique hotels 

in Ikoyi, Lagos. The whole idea is the brainchild 

of EAN CEO Segun Demuren, who is looking to 

help overcome one of the major obstacles to 

the rapid growth of business aviation in Africa, 

namely ready access by potential owners to 

aircraft fi nancing. We spoke to Segun about 

his aspirations for the event.

Q: What made you decide that the time was 

right to hold a major one-day conference in 

Lagos on financing business jets in emerg-

ing markets? 

A: We pay a great deal of attention to the 

feedback that we get from owners and potential 

owners of executive jets in Nigeria and the 

surrounding countries. We are always on the 

lookout for ways to both help our clients and 

facilitate increased ownership of business jets 

in Nigeria and Africa generally. What we found 

was that our survey of clients, which included 

a number of potential buyers, produced a wide 

range of concerns around advice, planning 

and fi nancing as well as operating executive 

aircraft. It was clear to us that the best way 

of addressing all these issues would be to get 

everyone together for a day and therefore a 

one-day conference that involved the major 

fi nancing houses, Nigerian banks, aircraft 

brokers, the OEMs, high net worth individuals 

and operators, looked to be the ideal way to 

go. You can get a tremendous amount done 

when you get the right people together in a 

single room and that is what we are aiming to 

achieve. We have had a great response to the 

conference and we are expecting about 120 to 

150 delegates.

Q: What are the chief diffi culties or chal-

lenges potential owners face when it comes 

to fi nancing their purchase of a business jet 

and are these diffi culties unique to Nigeria?

A: There are a number of challenges and they 

are common across emerging markets generally. 

Often an individual may be extremely wealthy, 

but his wealth may consist of a large number of 

holdings in companies that are not required to 

produce audited accounts, or in properties where 

the values and returns are not immediately 

obvious to a traditional western bank. Or he may 

simply not want to disclose a great deal of detail 

about his portfolio and his holdings. So although 

we get a good number of jets being purchased 

into the Nigerian market, the vast majority of 

these are not fi nanced. 

There is no developed specialist business 

aviation fi nancing infrastructure here in 

Lagos or in Nigeria generally. None of the big 

institutions here has a desk or department that 

is specifi cally targeting business aviation. This 

leaves potential owners here without a funding 

product they can turn to and they have to go 

outside the country, to specialist European or 

US fi nance houses to explore funding options. 

That is quite a major hurdle for them to 

cross and when they do engage with fi nance 

houses abroad, often they are repelled by the 

traditional due diligence processes of those 

institutions, which want far more detail on their 

affairs than they are prepared to give. What we 

are hoping for from the conference, at the very 

least, is that it will be a lot clearer to potential 

local buyers who they can approach for funding 

and what they can expect to have to provide. 

Similarly, funders will gain a great deal of 

knowledge about the local market, all of which 

should open up a lot more options. We are 

also bringing the specialist fi nance companies 

and the local Nigerian banks together for the 

event and something very good may come from 

that as well, since the local banks clearly know 

their clients very well, and can be a very useful 

information source, with the client’s approval, 

for a potential funder. 

Typically a fi nance house is very interested 

in a customer’s cash fl ow, not just in their 

asset portfolio. The funder wants to know that 

the customer will be able to meet the annual 

fi nancing costs from cash fl ow and again, that 

is something that local banks can perhaps 

speak to. A lot of the Nigerian buyers have 

their businesses in the country and local banks 

can vouch for their cash fl ow status. So if they 

and the fi nance houses can work out a way 

of exchanging information that is approved by 

the client, then that would help to expedite 

funding and could stimulate the whole market. 

Q: Some fi nance houses specialising in cor-

porate jets are happy if the individual pays 

half the cost of the jet, because they then feel 

that they have a suffi cient asset to act as col-

lateral. Do you see that as a way forward for 

potential Nigerian executive jet buyers?

A: Possibly, but half the value of a jet is a lot 

of money to come up with, particularly in the mid 

to large-cabin aircraft. Most of the aircraft sales 

we see here in Nigeria are medium-cabin sales. 

We are seeing more purchases of aircraft such 

as the $28 million Bombardier Challenger 605s 

and the Gulfstream G450s and upwards. 
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Africa’s business aviation market suffers from a number of issues that are holding up its 
development – not least of which is the question of fi nancing. But the potential of the region in this 
arena is just waiting to be unlocked, according to one FBO
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 A
erion Corporation has been 

making steady progress in 

its bid to make supersonic 

business travel a reality. 

During the first quarter of 

2013, the company carried 

out a fresh series of tests on its natural lami-

nar flow (NLF) technology in partnership with 

NASA. According to the company’s top execu-

tives, Aerion is talking privately with one or 

more large business jet manufacturers about a 

potential joint venture to bring its supersonic 

jet design to market. Doug Nichols, formerly 

Chief Operating Officer at Aerion and now the 

company’s CEO, points out that Aerion’s skills 

lie in solving the scientific and manufactur-

ing challenges associated with bringing NLF 

wing and body technologies to market. Actu-

ally building the company’s supersonic jet will 

be the responsibility of the OEM partner with 

which Aerion ultimately joins forces. 

Supersonic
fl ight by 2020? 

by Anthony Harrington

This approach has the huge benefit 

of enabling the company to focus on the 

scientific and technical challenges associated 

with ‘proving’ the stability of its NLF 

technology, while the OEM partner tackles 

the build challenges. The design team have 

deliberately avoided looking at exotic new 

composite technologies and have gone 

for existing, proven technologies wherever 

possible. “One of the key points about our 

Supersonic Business Jet (SBJ) vision is that 

we don’t require any new materials or power 

systems to be developed in order for the jet 

to become a reality,” Nichols told Executive & 

VIP Aviation International. Under the current 

SBJ configuration, power will be provided by 

a variant of the Pratt & Whitney JT8D-200 

series engine, de-rated to 19,600 pounds 

of maximum static thrust for Stage 4 noise 

compliance. The engine also meets the latest 

ICAO standards for nitrogen oxide emissions 

PROFILE :  AERION CORPORATION
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pay for their own costs, has been fundamental 

to the company’s efforts to prove that its 

design technology can generate stable NFL 

conditions around the aircraft. As Nichols 

explains, “NASA provides the test aircraft, an 

F-15B, and we provide the instrumented test 

article which is attached to the underbelly 

of the aircraft. The tests provide us with very 

precise measurements of NLF performance 

during supersonic flight,” he says.

Phase one of the most recent test series 

took place in July and August 2010 in 

collaboration with NASA’s Dryden Flight 

Research Centre. The F-15B clocked at 

Mach 2 and five data flights gave Aerion’s 

technical team a detailed understanding 

of the complex flow fields under the F-15B 

aircraft. This flow field mapping enabled the 

design of a second test plate which began 

testing in live flights on the F-15B in early 

2013. As Nichols explains, the aim now is 

to assess the robustness of laminar flow in 

relation to steps and gaps on the test article 

surface that would likely occur in a production 

manufacturing process, and the accumulation 

of other surface imperfections including 

insect accretion. “You don’t want to find that 

you can only generate the target level NFLs 

under sterile laboratory conditions. We have 

to prove that manufacturing imperfections, 

bugs, and other flight debris collecting on the 

plate surface will not significantly impair NFL 

and noise regulations, and will cruise at 

51,000 feet, which means it stays out of the 

fragile ozone layer. The whole point, as Nichols 

explains, is to lower risk by going with proven 

technology wherever possible in the design of 

the Aerion SBJ.

This ‘sticking with what you know’ 

philosophy has enabled Aerion to keep its 

cash burn to within realistic bounds while 

going through the stages of proving the 

validity of its NLF technology. The company 

was formed in 2002 when Robert Bass, 

Chairman of the Board, became the principal 

investor. Bass is the founder of the Oak Hill 

investment partnerships which have some 

$30 billion in capital under management and 

is the president of Keystone Group LP. With 

that kind of backing, Nichols says, Aerion can 

breathe a lot easier than other development 

stage companies.  “The company is adequately 

financed for our present stage of development. 

Mr. Bass is very satisfied with the progress we 

are making,” he notes. 

Generating and maintaining stable NFL 

conditions over the wing, nose and fuselage 

is the real crunch point for Aerion, since 

Nichols and his team are relying on the 

reduced drag which follows from inducing 

extensive amounts of NLF to make supersonic 

flight economically viable. From the start its 

partnership with NASA, underwritten by a 

Space Act Agreement which means both sides 

performance,” he says. Aerion is now looking 

to define both the tolerance of SBJ wings to 

a build-up of imperfections, and to define the 

requirements of a manufacturing environment 

for serial production of the Aerion wing. 

“Neither bugs nor achievable manufacturing 

tolerances will be deal breakers for the Aerion 

SBJ Program and we are doing the empirical 

and flight test work to prove this,” he says.

Talking to Pratt & Whitney, Nichols is 

confident that a new, upgraded engine that 

is superior to the current JT8D-200 can be 

available by the time the SBJ is ready to go 

into production. However, there are also 

several alternative engine cores that could be 

modified to meet the propulsion requirements 

for efficient supersonic flight. Nichols 

emphasises that the success of the project 

does not hinge upon the P&W engine. 

The company already has deposits for as 

many as 50 SBJs in escrow, demonstrating just 

how exceptional the interest is in supersonic 

travel. “Speed is the one unexploited 

dimension for true differentiated competition 

and value creation among manufacturers. 

There have been no significant increases in 

speed in business aviation in 20 years, so the 

Aerion SBJ will be a complete game changer,” 

Nichols says. “The main point for us to 

emphasise is that while this is a very complex 

airplane that we are designing, it embodies 
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designs that optimises NLF performance, 

which means that there is real value in the 

company already. In Nichols’ view, the company 

is probably about a year or two away from 

complete technical readiness for a hard launch 

of its SBJ, assuming it fi nds an appropriate OEM 

with which to partner for the build, and from 

there to certifi cation would take between fi ve 

and seven years – a period that is’ in line with 

other development programmes of comparable 

magnitude and complexity. 

“We have had a number of discussions 

with the FAA and we are confident 

that certification would be relatively 

straightforward. There is no doubt that 

partnering with Aerion would be a huge 

game changer for any of the big executive 

jet manufacturers and would herald a whole 

new and defining chapter in their history. A 

number of market studies, both independent 

and sponsored by Aerion, demonstrate that 

off-the-shelf technologies. There will be of 

course engineering development challenges 

to overcome in a program of this complexity, 

but they are not materially different from the 

engineering challenges that industry tackles 

in every new aircraft development program,” 

he comments. 

A more significant challenge is posed 

by the difficult economic conditions that 

currently define the business aviation world. 

“The uncertain economic conditions make it 

harder for an OEM to step up and shoulder 

the responsibility and risk of building a 

revolutionary aircraft like the Aerion SBJ. 

We need a manufacturer with experience, 

resources, infrastructure and demonstrated 

performance to develop, certify and support 

the aircraft,” Nichols says. 

For any individual or any corporation out 

there for whom supersonic business travel 

looks irresistible, the price of the Aerion SBJ 

is currently around $80 million in 2007-year 

dollars. Nichols’ target markets are high net 

worth individuals, heads of state and large 

corporations, for whom time is money and for 

whom getting from point A to point B twice 

as fast as the competition can be the key to 

major success. According to Nichols, the SBJ 

will enter service by around 2020. The company 

is also amassing a large and growing portfolio 

of intellectual property, with patents on wing 

there is a very large and ready market for a 

supersonic business jet. Our value proposition 

is very compelling,” he says.

Nichols will not specify what Aerion is 

expecting in terms of a revenue sharing split 

with a future partner, saying only that the split 

would be proportionate to the assumed risk by 

the two parties. “We see a demand for between 

400 and 600 of the 8-12 passenger SBJs over 

the course of the next 15 years, starting from 

fi rst deliveries. There has been no signifi cant 

increase on the speed front in business aviation 

for decades. The G650 and the Citation 10 are 

both stuck in the Mach .925 range for Mmo 

(maximum Mach operating speed), not long-

range cruise. The long-range cruise speed of 

the Aerion SBJ is Mach 1.5. Speed is the next 

frontier and it is inevitable that the business 

aviation industry will embrace it. While our 

current confi guration is an 8-12 passenger 

version, our designers have actively evaluated 

larger variants. There are no technical 

impediments to building a larger SBJ. The 

viability of larger SBJ aircraft would be based 

solely on the commercial business case. We 

think that there is ample evidence that there 

is an attractive risk/reward ratio in supersonic 

fl ight and that it will most defi nitely happen,” 

he concludes.

One of the key points about 
our Supersonic Business Jet 
(SBJ) vision is that we don’t 

require any new materials 
or power systems to be 

developed in order for the jet 
to become a reality
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SonicStar might just turn dreams into reality

 C
ompetition among business jet 

manufacturers has a very set-

tled shape with just a handful 

of parameters, depending on 

whether you are talking about 

light jets, mid-size jets or big jets. 

There are the eye-catching ‘frills’, such as cabin 

management systems (CMS), which probably rank 

far higher than they should with potential buyers. 

And then there are the serious innovations such 

as shorter take-off and landing capabilities which 

open up more airports for the jet’s operator or 

owner, or increased range, which, again, opens up 

the options. However, the one dimension that no 

manufacturer has been able to compete on seri-

ously – and arguably the one dimension that really 

matters to executives – is time. 

Richard H. Lugg, Chief Executive Offi cer of 

the UK based venture HyperMach, which has the 

stated aim of achieving fi rst fl ight for its SonicStar 

hypersonic jet by 2021, has the time dimension 

fi rmly in his sights. London to New York in 55 

minutes. London to Los Angeles in 2 hours and 

20 minutes. That is a serious reduction in travel 

time for hard-pressed executives, serious enough 

to make major corporations and high net worth 

individuals stump up a record $125 million 

per aircraft – at least that is what Lugg and 

HyperMach are betting the farm on. 

If Lugg’s dream of hypersonic fl ight turns into 

a reality, he will have pulled off a tremendous 

coup, leapfrogging his chief competitor, 

Aerion, which plans to have a supersonic jet in 

production by 2017. If anyone can do it, Lugg 

can. He is without doubt the person best placed 

to steer hypersonic fl ight through the awesome 

technical challenges ahead. As he himself says, 

there are two keys to successfully introducing 

hypersonic business jets into regular service. One 

is surmounting the sonic boom issue, the other is 

coming up with a completely revolutionary engine 

design, something that heads off in an entirely 

new direction from that taken by all the major sub-

sonic to supersonic engine manufacturers. 

As a mental exercise, try doing that on the 

back of an envelope before reading on... Stumped? 

Or did you write down: ionised nose wave = no 

sonic boom, and oh, say, hybrid turbo-ramjets in a 

three-stage combined cycle engine power plant? If 

you did, give yourself a pat on the back, for that’s 

pretty much Lugg’s solution, though it takes a 

fair bit of engineering genius to slog through the 

details.  For example, how do you generate enough 

electricity on-board to create a plasma envelope 

starting at the front of the nose, enveloping the 

aircraft, and producing an electromagnetic low 

pressure area for the plane to fl y into at 2,900 

miles an hour (Mach number calibrated to 60,000 

feet cruise altitude)? 

H-MAGJET, Lugg’s fi fth-generation patented 

engine design produces some 8-9MW (mega 

watts) of electricity, more than enough to ionise 

the air in front of the plane’s nose and to ensure 

that SonicStar creates a noise much like the 

rustling of leaves as it passes overhead – instead 

of rattling the fi llings loose in your teeth and 

frightening the horses. 

His design turns the engine into a hybrid, 

running partly on the electricity generated on 

board, and partly on conventional jet fuel. Being 

a hybrid immediately puts SonicStar into the 

same ‘green’ space as, say, a hybrid car. When 

you do the math, the engine produces far less 

noxious emissions and uses vastly less fuel than 

would be the case if it did not have the electrical 



component sharing the drive load. At a stroke this 

solves another of the serious challenges facing 

hypersonic fl ight, namely the extravagant fuel 

burn required. 

So why the £125 million price tag? Actually, 

this is not just a premium price for the world’s 

fi rst hypersonic business jet, though Lugg could 

certainly charge a premium for the technology. 

The answer is the choice of material for the 

airframe, namely titanium. HyperMach is not 

planning to build SonicStar’s fuselage and wings 

out of titanium by choice. That would be crazy. 

Titanium currently costs around £17,000 per 

tonne, while aluminium costs £2,200. However, 

titanium’s heat-resistant properties are hugely 

better than aluminium and hypersonic fl ight, 

even with the ionisation of air in front of the nose, 

generates massive amounts of heat at Mach 4.4, 

the plane’s intended cruise speed. Additionally, 

in early 2012 the company began working with 

advanced material experts in ceramic titanium 

and carbon metal matrix composites to further 

reduce the heat load on the aircraft and increase 

fl ight performance.

The other point is that when considering the 

cost/benefi t equation for any particular pair 

of metals, or advanced composites, as every 

mechanical engineering student learns, you have 

to look at the total life-cycle cost for the part, not 

just the raw materials cost. A material costing 

20 times as much as a cheaper metal may have 

much the same or even a far superior lifecycle 

cost, as is the case with titanium over aluminium. 

The £125 million price tag that results from the 

choice of material is going to be offset by two 

factors, the massive time savings enabled by 

hypersonic travel, and the fact that Lugg has 

scaled up his plane to a current confi guration of 

now 32-seat maximum capacity. 

At that number of seats, SonicStar may well 

straddle the space between business jets like the 

Gulfstream 650 and a commercial jet. Richard 

Branson’s Virgin or BA, not to mention United or 

American Airlines, probably all have more than 

enough fi rst class business travellers who would 

be prepared to pay a serious premium over the 

normal £10,000 fi rst class return ticket to New 

York, provided they could leave London at 9:00 

a.m. and be in New York well before breakfast on 

the same day. 

That kind of time compression would 

seriously change business thinking about face-to 

-face trans-Atlantic meetings – and not just trans-

Atlantic. SonicStar’s projected range of 6,800 

nautical miles opens up emerging markets in Asia 

as well as turning Tokyo into a short-haul fl ight. 

If Lugg can secure a raft of commercial orders 

to go along with a string of sales to corporates 

and high net worth individuals, the economics of 

hypersonic travel would start to look extremely 

attractive – and that, in itself, could act like a 

magnet for the likes of Airbus and Boeing, 

both of which could be expected to become 

seriously interested in Lugg’s engine technology. 

Then, of course, there are the potential military 

applications and near space applications. 

The potential pot of gold waiting down the 

road for investors in Lugg’s company is mouth-

watering, which is probably why he was able to 

tell Executive & VIP Aviation that the company 

is currently negotiating a funding deal with an 

unnamed investor group which would see Hyper-

Mach fully funded through 2025, the expected 

date of certifi cation of SonicStar. So far, Lugg is 

into his fourth funding round but the big money 

requirements are still ahead. The engine, the H-

MAGJET, has been designed and simulation work 

has substantiated the electromagnetic super-

conducting architecture. Some live sub-scale 

component testing was conducted in 2009, 

which was very positive. Work on the H-MAGJET 

began back in 2007 and is covered in a sepa-

rate article in this edition. It followed on from 

work Lugg had done on NASA’s High Speed 

Civil Transport (HSCT) Program, and Quiet Su-

personic Platform (QSP) Program. 

Prior to this, Lugg worked on several 

classifi ed supersonic engine programmes for the 

Department of Defense in the 90s, involving 

supercruise, ceramic turbine components and 

highly effi cient combustion processes. This work 

led to his technical infl uence on hypersonic engine 

components, in the NASA scramjet-powered X-43 

programme which went on to set a new Guinness 

Book of Records fi rst for hypersonic fl ight at Mach 

10 (though the X-43 only fl ew at that speed under 

controlled fl ight conditions for 10 seconds). 

“The NASA QSP program was the fi rst time 

that someone had looked at a small supersonic 

business jet-sized program. It fl ew a modifi ed 

military fi ghter with a shaped nose to show that 

the right shape could reduce sonic boom. However, 

the reductions achieved were not suffi cient to 

meet the now present overland fl ight regulations 

so it was clear that we needed to invent some new 

technology to control the boom. NASA cancelled 

its supersonic program efforts then, and no one 

was doing anything in this space, so we got to 

work on a hybrid platform that would be just 

highly supersonic, further addressing the time/

cost issue and building a sustainable economics 

model. Then we looked at scaling the design to 

accommodate a number of passengers and it 

rapidly became clear that the engine was going to 

be the heart of the issue,” he says.

This is in sharp contrast to Aerion’s supersonic 

effort, for example, where much of the strength 
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It was clear that we needed 
to invent some new technology 

to control the boom
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new idea was to have no drive shaft and to rotate 

the turbo machinery electrically,” he explains. One 

of the core competences of Lugg and his team was 

in the superconducting technology arena, so they 

looked at putting the ring motor at the engine 

periphery, not in the centre. “Once we’d worked it 

out, we pitched this design to the US Navy, upon 

request from DoD, and won a contract to do a study 

on a supersonic unmanned vehicle design. The Navy 

cancelled the programme after a year and a half, 

but we kept going and focused on getting outside 

funding. We did some engine superconducting 

hardware simulations under real load conditions 

and showed that we could deal with the major 

risks in a full-blown engine programme,” he says. 

The team also showed that they could rotate huge 

turbine stages at very high speeds electrically, 

producing very considerable amounts of power. 

Lugg points out that there are some very 

exciting initiatives going on in rocket-propelled 

of Aerion’s case is that supersonic flight can 

be achieved with today’s tried and tested 

technologies allied to new work on laminar flows 

to cut down drag and so boost fuel efficiencies. 

From the outset of the project Lugg knew that 

HyperMach was going to have to come up with a 

clean sheet design. 

“We put out some proposals to Rolls Royce 

and to the US Government, and we got involved 

with a research and development program with 

Rolls Royce in the period from 2004 to 2006, 

which was basically a design study on a brand-new 

approach to high-speed turbine, multi-megawatt, 

power generation. It was only after the programme 

ended that Lugg created the fully segmented 

turbine design with embedded superconductors 

called S-MAGJET (the precursor to what is now 

under development, H-MAGJET) and looked to 

demonstrating the engine design in a related 

Government unmanned systems programme. The 

supersonic and hypersonic flight. One obvious 

example is SpaceX. On 28 October 2012 its 

Dragon spacecraft successfully returned to 

Earth, splashing down some 250 miles off 

the Californian coast, after delivering a cargo 

package to the international space station. 

At the time SpaceX CEO and Chief Technical 

Officer, Elon Musk, made the point that this 

mission proved “the restoration of America’s 

ability to deliver and return critical space 

station cargo.” Lugg has a very high regard 

for Elon Musk; however, he points out that the 

decibel levels generated by any kind of rocket-

powered flight are far too high for any airport 

to tolerate. “There is no way you are going 

to fly a reusable rocket out of Heathrow, for 

example,” he jokes. By comparison, SonicStar 

will be completely unobjectionable. As such 

it really does have the ability to transform 

business and the future of flight.

There are a number of features that make Hy-

perMach’s engine design and approach to near 

hypersonic flight (Mach 4.4) revolutionary. The 

key technologies are:

a) Electricity-generating turbines 

employing superconducting turbine ring 

generators (STRGs)

b) Electromagnetically separated and 

powered axial compressor stages

c) Ion plasma combustors

d) Magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) plasma 

jet accelerated propulsion for high 

Mach cruise numbers

e) Magnetic levitation of the fan, 

compressor and turbine stages

(EDRT) for sonic boom mitigation

delta, Mach 4.0 wing

The H-MAGJET engine is being developed 

by HyperMach’s sister company SonicBlue and 

comes out of HyperMach CEO Richard Lugg’s 

work on the use of superconducting magnetic el-

ements. The engine is a direct descendent of an 

earlier supersonic engine designed by SonicBlue, 

called S-MAGJET, which was granted a patent in 

2012. Patents for H-MAGJET are pending in the 

US and the UK. The engine technology itself has 

a rich legacy of intellectual property and detailed 

engineering work, including over 90 patents filed 

since 2005 and some $4 million invested in in-

tellectual property management, protection and 

award development. 

H-MAGJET’s key, high-speed, hypersonic 

engine, power generation and turbomachinery 

architecture features enable it to sustain very 

high speeds within the atmosphere at great ef-

ficiencies in terms of fuel usage and greenhouse 

gas emissions. These efficiencies, HyperMach 

claims, at least match or are better than the 

best of today’s engines operating in the sub-

sonic regime. This claim of itself highlights 

the extent to which the H-MAGJET engine has 

The key to hypersonic:-
HyperMach’s H-MAGJET engine and how it works
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the potential to be a real market disruptor, 

transforming the way manufacturers are going 

to think about bringing high-speed travel to the 

executive business jet market, and perhaps in 

the future, the airline market. 

At the same time as matching the existing 

fuel and emissions profi les of sub-sonic engines, 

HyperMach’s overall design provides a solution 

to the heat loads and supersonic shock train 

anomalies that come from speeds above Mach 

2.0.  The engine is a true hybrid in that it oper-

ates partly as a full electrical rotating machine 

without a drive shaft, generating thrust, and 

partly as a turbo-ramjet which is electrically su-

percharged with MHD propulsion above Mach 

4.0, providing electric supercruise propulsion. 

MHD power generation and thrust accel-

eration basically performs as an “electric super-

cruise”, or supercharged thrust augmentor, for 

SonicStar at speeds above Mach 3.0, taking the 

aircraft up to, and potentially past Mach 4.4. 

The engine is designed to extract power from a 

portion of the airfl ow coming into the engine by 

fi rst charging the air at the inlet by ionising the 

air molecules. This is done from the power com-

ing from the turbine core. Up to 9.0 megawatts 

are available beyond the power required to ro-

tate the turbo-machinary to generate thrust in 

each engine. This engine utility power is split 

between operating the MHD and the active 

plasma control for sonic boom mitigation.

Once charged, the ionised airfl ow passes 

through a series of superconducting magnets 

which are part of the exoskeleton architecture 

in the nozzle of H-MAGJET. The magnetic fi eld 

accelerates the charged air fl ow, increasing 

thrust and aerodynamic fl ow beyond the con-

ventional combustion processes of burning jet 

fuel. H-MAGJET is a true hybrid exoskeleton 

design, where what used to be the core of the 

engine becomes its ‘outside’. 

All the turbo-machinery is sustained in a 

robust, actively controlled magnetic levita-

tion architecture within the exoskeleton. At a 

stroke this does away with the need for a drive 

shaft, which gives the H-MAGJET design some 

tremendous advantages. The turbo-machin-

ery, the bypass fans and compressor rotate 

electrically, driven by the five-stage supercon-

ducting power turbine. What this means is 

that as speeds in the engine increase, the ro-

tating engine is not fighting to stay attached 

to a drive shaft. Rather, with no drive shaft, 

the exoskeleton creates a compressive wall 

which is aligned to the levitation magnets. 

Since the turbine is levitating in the magnetic 

field, there is no need for bearings, which 

again eliminates a potent source of drag, and 

also eliminates the need for lubricants with 

all the associated engineering problems as 

well as energy required to operate pumps for 

those lubricants. 

If the H-MAGJET design proves itself – and 

HyperMach has already built and tested parts 

of the engine – the radical design approach 

taken by Lugg and his team is such a departure 

from the way in which the design of turbines 

and high-speed propulsion systems has been ap-

proached to date that it is bound to revolution-

ise the approach going forward for all future 

hypersonic designs. 

One of the consequences of the new ap-

proach is that engineers can take a fresh look at 

fan blade design for the turbines as the blades 

are now in compression. Much more effi cient 

geometries and airfoil shapes can be used to 

operate at higher compression with fewer stage 

rows and fewer parts, creating signifi cant cost 

savings in the manufacturing process as well as 

greater effi ciencies. 

Since there is no drive shaft, all compressor 

and bypass fan stages counter-rotate against 

each other for a 15%-20% increase in effi ciency 

stage to stage. Further effi ciencies of nearly 

20% come from the drag reduction provided 

by magnetic levitation, and there is a further 

potential gain of 45% in end-to-end effi ciency 

of the engine through the 13-stage compressor. 

Each bypass stage and compressor stage can be 

operated at the ideal RPM for each fl ight condi-

tion, from take-off, to climb out, ascent, cruise, 

descent, approach and landing. 

H-MAGJET has patented its plasma ion com-

bustor technology, where the fuel is ionised 

(charged) and where control of the placement, 

intensity and advancement of the fl ame front 

can be managed to drive fuel burn effi ciency to 

levels which HyperMach claims are 60% higher 

than that given by today’s most advanced com-

bustor technology. Mach numbers of near Mach 

4.5 are further achieved with patented engine 

architecture utilising a hybrid turbo-ramjet con-

fi guration in H-MAGJET that is partially assisted 

by the MHD supercruise technology. The main 

capability of the hybrid turbo-ramjet is to bring 

incoming air into the engine through a special 

series of circumferential ducts and aerospike to 

bypass the compressor. The airfl ow then passes 

to a unique secondary combustor process, thus 

removing the drag that would normally be cre-

ated from the rotating bypass fan and compres-

sor turbo-machinery. H-MAGJET is able to shut 

off the non-essential rotating parts above Mach 

3.0, thus further lowering drag.
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